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mencement '73 At GSU
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300 students in a rather brief but
elaborate graduation ceremony at
Homewood-Flossmore high school
building. Commencement speech
was delivered by Dr. Jerome M.
Sachs, President of Northern
Dlinois University. Dr. Sachs
speech focused on the Process of
Change in the higher institutions
of learning and in the society in
general.

"Stand tall today." "Our towers
here are not of ivory. They are
built of the materials created from
the human processes of change,
society .... "Dr.
William
E.
Engbretson, Governors State
University President.
"We ean resist all change,"
argued Dr. Sachs. "We can say,
and some of us do, that we are the
guardians of the beri~ge, the
preservers of all that is good in the
cultural
development
of
humankind. We can paint ourselves as defenders of truth,
beauty and the intellectual life in
full battle array against the forces
individualization and involvement
in an increasingly complex

of ignorance in a false and antiintellectual world. We can insist
that our way, the traditional way,
is the only way and our critics are
fools or rascals or if we feel
chari~ble, well-intentioned but
misguided people. We can glory in
our years of study and many
degrees and say gently but firmly
that only those who have these
recognition symbols really unders~nd. If we follow this course,
and it bas its attractions for some

of us, we shall go down, perhaps
with all flags Dying and perhaps
with an esprit de corps born of
shoulder-to-shoulder gallant rear
guard action but we shall perish
and so we should ...." Dr. Jerome
M. Sachs, President of Northern
Dlinois University.
In a commencement address at
Yale in June of 1962, John F.
Kennedy, defined the accepted
cliches and value snags of the
American heritage, its needs and
challenges:
"As every past generation bas
had to disenthraU itself from an
inheritance of truisms and
stereotypes, so in our times we
must move to a new, difficult but

essential confrontation with
reality."
Reality, in the case of our
graduates showd be one not of an
end to the struggle for survival
but one of a beginning. Commencement speech is nothing new
to many, it is also not old. But one
would find that every speech
maker at graduation endeavors to
make his own speech seem first
band. But in the Skinnerian
tradition, commencement speech

has its threshold effects. It
reinforces in the audience and in
the graduates a feeling of
fulfillment. Nonetheless, two
truisms stand elear about its
effects: (1) commencement speech,
no matter its dimension, has
limited attention span; (2) it does
not always solve the larger
problem of relocation and
resettlement of the graduates in
the society outside of the
university.
If any words have suffered overuse. the most prominent of them
are:
"Change," "Growth,"
"Progress," and "Democracy,"
among others.
There are those who suppose

that those words when used in
speech making cause their
listeners to feel with them. or
course, it has some touching effects on almost all of us. But it is
sometimes difficult to see the
nature of its effects. The way
graduation ceremonies are usually
practiced, more time is spent
honoring very impor~nt persons
than is spent honoring the
students.
When a child i born, we often

think of nothing about it other
than how it must be nurtured and
nourished to survive in the human
and physical environments. These
environments, for all their unclear
promises, hopes, denials and
deprivations, is not without
consideration of its political
programs, of which schooling is
one. When a student graduates,
we almost always entertain
similar opinions about what is
becoming of him, as we do when a
child is born. We think of a good
paying job, raising a happy family,
or, have fear that he might get lost
in the jumble. We also, in theca e
ofa special student, look up to him
for leadership in his area of

See p. 3 for more pictures and list of graduates.

specialization. But what happens
when he lets us down? We very
rarely come to grips with the
uncer~inty that keep his mind
throbbing from the moment he is
okayed to graduate. Particularly,
in the present age of anxiety, a
graduate faces a number of odds
- odds that the commencement
speech rarely deals with. If he is
Black, the story is a comma. If he
is a Chicano, the more the doubts
and the less his chances of con-

tinuing beyond the limits whieh
society (American society) ha.s set
for his kind. If an Indian, it's even
tougher. In fact, many Whites can
no longer get good jobs, merely by
clinging to their skin color as was
the case many years back. I guess,
all the graduate can do is s~y in
school. Doing what?
However, there are other
possible alternatives which in·
elude, work in the traditional
mode, the military, the creative
arts in a less traditional mode, or,
dropping out of "normal" society
entirely in search of truths.
By Fidel is Amatokwu . Editor
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Challenging The Old

Editor ia Is

The views expressed here are

Letter To The

Innovator Staff

I find it rather difficult to be in
the position of in one breath
thanking a person (s) and in the
next breath offer disparaging
remarks. At farst, I thought it best
to just leave the matter go, but,
because I feel Ms. Harris's article
to be indicative of the plethora of
lack of communication; not
wanting to communicate;
misconstruing information and
finally {in her position as a
reporter for a newspaper)
reporting misconstrued
information known as not being
true - I feel no other choice but
to write this letter.
Before I proceed further in that
vein, as student assistant
coordinator of the recently held
Black Month Activities, I would
like to extend my sincere
gratitude and appreciation to the
Innovator staff for their coverage.
I wouJd also like to apologize for
the inconvenience that was caused
the staff.
Too many times we are so
preoccupied in our own worlds
that we get too comfortable, we
forget about sharing and we
develop a distaste for feeling or
being inconvenienced, whether it
be on a temporary basis or one
that may cause us to make long
term adjustments. This is bow I
perceived the incident that
occurred that Monday, May 7,
1973 (that Ms. Harris referred to
in her article) between members
of the Innovator Staff and certain
representatives of the Black
Month Activities (myself being
one of the representatives).
Ms. Harris not only
misconstrued the reported
information but she failed to
report other information.
Especially in this day and age I am
not as naive to believe that this is
not done in other places, in other
areas or by larger newspapers,
however, I did assume that we at
this University were about the
business of being different than
other places and very different
from most places.
First of all·, it was never a
question of who was going to
relinquish what to whom. During
the week prior to the incident this writer had spoken with the
Editor-in-Chief, Bill Tate. At that
time, l asked Bill if it were not
possible that we might be able to
use the Rotunda for a African
Hunt and Exhibit for a two week
period. l informed BiU that while
he and his staff would be given
the best accommodations possible
- we knew it would cause some
inconveniences such as the phone
situation. He was assured that all
possible assistance would be given
to making the temporary
relocation at least workable. Bill
agreed to the temporary move and
supposedly that was that.
On Sunday, May 6, 1973, a
group of workers moved the
belongings of the Innovator to the
area where the Student Service
Bubble is located. All belongings
were arranged as neatly as
possible, however, unknowin& to
tbe workers, someone (s) later
into the night moved the
Innovators belongings to a area

somewhere between BPS and CCS
and blocking one of the side doors
of the Human Resource Center.
On Monday, May 7th, this writer
arrived at school at 9:30 a.m. to
find that all hell had broke loose.
Without belabouring the point,
since all concerned know what
I'm referring to by my last
statement, I proceeded to explain
to members of the Innovator Staff
(including Ms. Harris}, the
conversation that I had had with
Bill the previous week, and that
the area that they found their
belongings in was not the area
that they were originally moved
into.
After it was explained that they
(the Innovator staff) needed
immediate work space, this writer
along with Paula Jones went
about the business of trying to
secure for the Innovator the
necessary and immediate space.
There were 'no "hours of
dialogue" that transpired as
reported by Ms. Harris. First of
all, 1 really don't have that kind of
time - I am much too much of an
active person to spend my time
talking rather than doing and
accomplishing.
Even what I have said here is
not the total picture of what in
fact actually happened but it does
offer more than Ms. Harris' article
infers or might have one believe.
It's most unfortunate that she
closed her article on the note that
she did, for it leaves me to think
that- she is not open to
understanding or change.
Because that is what its really
all about - sharing and other
kinds of humaness. We must farst
open our minds to understanding
and being willing to change.
Especially in an institution that is
part founded on being flexible.
I perfectly agree with Ms.
Hanis in that there was some
reason for consternation,
however, it behooves me to read
i.n the Innovator that wii.at
seemingly could have been and
was incidental was turned into
having been consequential and
causing fanfare.
1 suppose it's considered
intellectual a11d smart to be able
to point out classic examples yet, I believe it to show wisdom
to be able to set precedents.
If you don't want to listen you
won't
If you don't want to
understand- you won't
And when you're at the point
that you don't want to do either
it's not really that you don't
want to - its simply that you
can't.
Corliss L. Muse

Open Letter
BY BARBARA ATKINSON
STUDENT,HLD
I protest the undistinguished
manner in which the recent
"election" (I use the term loosely)
for HLD Distinguished Professor
was held.
l happened to notice a small
box marked for such ballots
sitting on the floor outside
Mildred Laken's office on
Tuesday, June 12. After seeing no
other information posted in tbe
area nor any information in tbe
student mailboxes, I went into tbe
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not necessarily those of the University.
office to ask about the election
and to obtain a ballot. My request
was responded to with surprise "I didn't know this was for
STUDENTS to vote for!" I said
that I was certain that students
WERE to vote and that it seemed
to me the most important voters
would BE the students. I was
given a ballot but was surprised to
be told that not enough ballotS
had been printed for students and
that the election was to be held
only through Friday, June 15.
There was no check list for voters.
During the rest of that week 1 saw
no other information about the
election, it was not announced in
classes, and nobody that I talked
with in the HLD student body
knew anything about it. I would
be interested in knowing the final
number and breakdown of the
voting; I would be extremely
surprised if more than 20·25 votes
were cast in this farsical episode.
1 protest the hypocrisy of a
distinguished award based on such
an ill·run and unrepresentative
election. Either do it right or
forget the whole thing.

COLD Dean's
Reply To
Barbara
Atkinson's
Open Letter
The
balloting for
HLD
''Distingui bed Profe or" was
certainly not continued over a long
enough period of time to get a
much student reaction as wa
de irable. W did, however, po t
notices that the balloting was
taking place, particularly in the
mailbox area. and al o a ked
faculty to read the notice in their
module . The notice were pecifically addre sed to "All
Student and Faculty of the
allege of Human Learning and
Development.
There were ample ballots for
tudents and no stutient or faculty
member wa denied on . We did
not consider it nece ary to have a
check li t for voter and there was
not an enthu ia tic response to the
voting.

Do you have c:la ses you have
completed but haven't received
units for? Pick up the form to
report completed but unreported
unit from your college office and
deposit it in the box in the com·
mon.

G.S.U.'s Position
on Foreign Students
For the past six months, the
foreign student advisory
committee has been working on a
university position relating to
foreign students, and revising the
foreign student admission policies.
Input had been requested from
the university President,
Academic Vice-president,
Collegial units and a consultant
representing the National
Association for Foreign Student
Affairs Field Service Program.
As part of its long-range goals
for educational services to the
people of the State of Ulinois,
Governors State University feels
that there will be value for both
American and foreign students in
encountering and knowing one
another. The University is
developing quality faculty, library
and administrative resources to
make a significant contribution in
the future to the education of
both undergraduate and graduate

foreign students in the available
learning programs.
Governors State University is a
new, free standing Senior Division
with developing physical
capabilities. Because GSU is an
emerging institution, it will not be
able to accommodate all of the
prospective foreign students who
seek admission during the initial
years of development. Realizing
this limitation and wanting to
insure the highest possible chance
of success for admitted foreign
students, certain standards and
responsibilities have been
established. These designed
standards and procedures for the
selection, admission and academic
placement or foreign students will
be constantly evaluated and
appropriate adjustments
considered as the adequate
resources become available for
expanding and upgrading the
services of the program.
(Continued on page 5)

There's A Difference

Dog Should
Not Worry
Dog
By Ahmed
K. A horobi. CCS
Th • G,'U Commons is suppo ed
to serve its mt'aning. Although I
am awar of the fact that. the
t·ommons is the only space
availabl for ocial functions at thl'
moment; but many students often
s •ix · thi. chanc to intcrf r with
somt· other students' activitie . A
g11od example i the switching off
of the lil(hls whenever there i TV
viewing. Students playing ping·
pong are always d prived of their
rights, also tud •nts having lunch
are forced to earch for another
place to enjoy their lunch. in e
the "Common " i for ALL, it
should always be for ALL, not for
some inconsiderate, selfish group
11f studcnL<;.

Buffalo, New York (CPS) "Campus cops" aren't cops at all,
a New York judge has determined.
Judge William Ostrowski made
the distinction between. "peace
officer" and ..security officer"
recent.l y when he dismissed
charges or disorderly conduct,
third degree assault and resisting

arrest against a student at the
State University of New York at
Buffalo.
The judge cited a recent ruling
by the SUNY Board of Trustees
which declared that security
officers employed by the
university are not authorized to
arrest an individual.

STAFF
Bill Tate ................................... Editor In Chief
Colleen Green ................................... Secretary
Fidelis Amatok.wu ......................... Asst Chief Editor
Farook. Alikhan ....................... .. Advertising Manager
Joseph Planera ......................... A sistant Advertising
Herbert Williams ........................ . ... Managing Editor
Lloyd DeGrane ............ · · · . · .. . . . . . • . .... News Editor
Joanna Cohn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... Reporter
Anna Harr is ............ .. ....... . .. Cofumnist and Reporter
Leola Scheard . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . ... Columaist and Reporter
Paul Bi gaaH.f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .. ... Columnist
Adlcar. Harris . . . . . . . . . . • . . •
. .... . .... Prisons Columnist
\r th O"'' John $C'Il . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . Pri~o,s Cloumn1st
tlllllt Petntsch . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... i\~"l·Jie Critic
Fernando Chagoy" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Pho tographer
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List of Graduate
COLLEGE OF CULTURAL STUDIES

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC SERVICE
Bachelor of Arts
Robert Louis Angellottl
Joseph P. Antee
Mrs. Gladys R. Nobel ~ltman
Anthony Michael Belmont
Michael Daniel Bennlsh
Joseph Lee Benson
George A. Boersma
Ronald James Bytnar
Curtis James Crawford
James A. Croft
Elizabeth Ann Davis
Jacqueline Delaney
Armand D'Ercote
Rosalie Marie Deskin
James Dennis Dinges
Mark Andrew Dirksen
Jean c. Ewert
Lorenzo Reginald Hampton
William Frank Harley, Jr.
Joseph John Horvath
Craig H. Hullinger
Gregory A. Jackson
Florian J. Karkoska
Arthur Paul Kimmel
Thomas J. Klsh
Doris Mae Kroesch
Thomas A . Labuda
George J. Langevin
Logan Francis Lenahan
Wllll1m F. Mahon
Gerald Keith Maler
Lawrence Barry Malls
Stanley William Marclsz
William H. Markgraf
Joseph James Mazza
Christnla J. Meyer
Ronald Dean Miller
Jerry w. Nanney
John Paul Nelson
Edith Joy Newman
Martin N. Nowak
Raymond Edward Paulls
James Dale Payne
John J. Philbin Ill
Joseph Louis Planera
Robert Lee Pytllk
Mrs. Sally J. Rice
John S. R IChlltdSOn
Alvin F. Rlesbeck, Jr.
Robert l.. Schaeffer
Larry A. Shapiro
Raymond Edward Slclnskl
Ronald V. Sontw
John Raymond Takacs, Jr.

Arthur T. Tall
Beverlyn Dean Tidwell
Thomas Charles VanHootegem
Dennis Wayne Verble
Unda Tucker Wilson
Darwin L. Winkelmann
Marsha Marie Woods
Kenneth Martin Wzorek
Christine Ann Zacny
Master of Arb
Esthel 8. Allen
Richard Alpert
June c. Fuller Anderson
Nicholas A. Athanltls
James John Boege
Paul Douglas Bowers
Joyce A. Schaeffer Brazls
Marjorie Brewer Brown
Paul Douglas Brown
Michael Thomas euchthal
Janice Patricia Burke
Raymond Joseph Busch, Jr.
Thomas w. Call
Robert Gordon Campbell
Robert E. Cook
Preston Slgmunde Cotharn
Jacqueline Delaney
Dennis E. Dryzga
William A. Edgar, Jr.
Unda Louise Flanagin
James J. Gallagher
Grace Schlaeger Gartanger
Daniel D . Gordon
Robert Joseph Grandmaison, Jr.
James W. Howell
LaJewell Sandrannette Johnson
Roger A. Jorgensen
John A. Kotas
James M. Kroll
Thomas Michael Monahan
David G. Newman
Edith J. Newman
Raymond S. Peterson
Peter Robert Serve
Audrey Ann Smith
Thomas A. Trevlson
Raymond Bert VanMeerten, Jr.
Charles F. Vrba
Phyllis Vrba
Maude T. Whitson
Bonnie Ellen Williams
Leonard Israel Wilson
VIrginia R. Wright

COLLEGE OF
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

Ella Weise Batchelor
Ruth Anne Belser
Raymond E. Benn
Joel Theodore Berkley
Mary Jane Blusteln
Louise Janette Bourg
Dorothy J. Bryant
Ruby l.. Childs
Theresa M o Conway
Jay Faermark
Albert M. Gallegos
LYdia E. Garner
Temmle Gilbert.,(Thelma)
Drucilla w. Hargrett
Joyce K . Hayes
Joan Marie Hill
Judith A. Hopkins
Gladys Jackson
Otha Kenyua Johnson, Jr.
Emily Denison Jones
Patricia Keating
Tom Kennedy
Najeem Ade Lawai
Allan Leroy Lawson
Jack Lenburg
Ronald Howard McClain
Deloris McKunklns
Ronald McLaughlin
Emly u. Medina
Margaret Montgomery
John William Moore
Mary Jo Moran
Kathryn Morton
Verna E. Parsons
Denise L. Presley
Lawrence S. Puchalski
Gloria Jean Price
Robert C. Rogers
Sandra Lee Ryder
Mary Ann Leibold Schellhorn
Paul Robert Schranz
Patricia L. Schuma
Janet Cline Schwartz
ldeth Rachel Sherman
James Roger Smith
Joe Nathan Stewart
Warner Strickland
Odessa w. Thomas
Mr. Kublal Khan Muhammad Toure
Frank Vazzana
William E. Walker
Thomas C. Walter
Josephine Salcettl Wickleln
Donald P. Williams
Florence Janet Wilson
Williams. Witowski
Lawrence J. Zywlca

Bachelor of Arts
Mary A . Bronaugh
Mrs. Bonnie Brown
Linda Sue Caillouet
Caryl Chudwln
Eva M. Clark
William Thomas Cockblll
Nancy Ann Cole
Samuel Earl DeBose
Stephen Frank Fish
Emmett M. Gantt
Ken Graves
Patricia E. Hahto
Sidney Halnbach
Wardell Hargrove
Adlean Harris
Anna Harris
Karl Bruce Harrison
Jacquelin Woods Hawkins
Joan Marie Hill
Julie Lynne Hopkins
James M. Janas
Brenda Jean Jones
Brenda M. Jones
Lonnlce Jordan
Rebecca A. Keller
Joan M. Lewis
Mundalea L'Orange Lindow
Terrie Lee Matthes
Joel Bradley Nile
Timothy J. North
Paul George Olmstead
Milton Joseph Petrltsch
Charles Rufus Price
Regina Pugh
Joan Leonhardt Retzlaff
Augustu~ N. Seabrook
Louis H. St. Clair
Peter Joseph Stiegler
Kathleen Sylva
Clifford Taylor
Mary Louise Thomas (McKinley)
Eugene Melvin Vinyard
Marguerite Sullivan Walz
Chloe White
Donald P. Williams
Sherle Lorraine Zevenhouse
Marilyn Joy Zwlers

Master of Arts
James Adams
Yvonne Adams
Ahmed Kolawole Ashorobl
Mohammed Murltalabl Ashorobl
Marjorie Frances ~nks

Bachelor of Arts
Lois A. Baker
Julia Sardis
Elvira Buchanan
Daniel A. Coulter
Thomas M. Oeske
Marcia A. Enselman
Helen Erickson Noble
Margaret Marie Hurd
Laurence A. Johnson
Linda Rae Krause
Mrs. Patricia Jean Mombrun
Mary Ann Nold
Jung.Sook Park
Stephen Shride
Loranc:e Etta Simpson
Herman Joe Strahan
Billy J. Tate
Donna M. Tetmeir
John Gordon Vermillion
Diane Carol Wartgow
Master of Arts
James Chilton Albright, Jr.
LaWanda Askew
Ezzat F. Attiah
Charles Willis Blackwell
Aline Jeanette Bourland
Edgar Boyd
Juanita Searcy Brown
Ronald G. Carsell
Etta A . Carter
Lloyd Dale Corzine
William D. Coughlin
Ronald James Craver
Leon Dingle, Jr.
Donna M. Haggard
Frederick Ernest Jarka
George Ernest Johnston
K. Firemon Kaggwa·Kasaato
0\llliiam Robert McGaha
Albin David Pagorskl
Frances Callaway Parks
David Lawrence Ribeca
Edorls s. Royal
Zaheeruddln Ahmed Quralshl
Elsa L. Schneider
James M. Sinopoli
Joyce Ivers Waldrop
Diane Carol Wartgow
John R. Winnings

See more pictures on page 6

COLLEGE OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Bachelor of Arts
Madge E. Aardema
Elenor Loomis Adams
Duane M. Arnett
Roberta L. Balke
Eloise M. Beard
Barbara Marie Beckman
Michael D. Belt
James J. Benford
Raymond E. Benn
Malewell Bennett
Beverly Sparks Berg
Sheila M. Berner
Louise B. Blgott
Charles Bronaugh
JoAnn Loretta Brotherton
Nlurka Mastrapa suck
Arlene Y. Caldwell
Gregory Cary
Karen Frances Collns
Jenny K. Crispin
Michele DeLeonardis Crowe
Susan Marie Cunningham
Mary M. Damon
Marfa M. Desmond
Naomi Hornstein Dletchweller
John Charles Dlfferdlng
Oonette Beverly Dinges
Josephine Ann Dillon
David Peter Driskill
Beverly J. Duncan
Kathleen Dvells
Fred Evans
Janice Mary Ferris
Elaine Amy Ford
James Foster, Jr o
Katherine M . Gehrs
Mary Catherine Geisler
Dean A. Genrich
Shirley Gibes
Gwendolyn Curtis GoOdman
John J. Graber
Karen Grupp
Camille Elaine Haraburda
Adrienne K. Harris
Ruth Rhomelle Harris
Romera s . Hernandez
Pamela Jean Herriott
Jerry Gomez Hodges
Annabelle I.Hurst
Lee Helen Jefferson
Linda Ann Johansen
Leonteen Hellenese Jones
Paulette Frances Jones
Rosa Ellen Jones
Donna Marie Ju nlel
Barbara Blessing Kapost
Wayne D. Kearney
Patricia Keating
Catllda Kennedy
Mary Eileen Langner
Penny Ann Lankin
Marianne Howard Lett
Deborah Gloria Lindauer
Linda E. Lynn
James L. Malone
Jeanne M. Marbach
Michael T. McCarthy
Lillian Marie Minor
Gerald Eugene Mlzera
Buick Moomchl
Larry L. Mullinix
Shirlee Mullinix
Ardith Suzan Neal
Antoinette L.. Norrell
Moses L. Oliver
Richard Holmes Parlier
Lois J. Porter
Gloria Marie Price
Grace 8. Riley
Hazel Lee Rogers
Bryan Arel Salvage
Leola Scheard
John Norman Schmidt
Melby M. Schmidt
Janet Lee Schrage
Gretchen A. Schuster
Jennifer Marie Scroggins
Lorance Etta Simpson
Louise E. Smaller
Jean Smart
Catherine Marie Smith
Kenneth c. SpaJer
Elaine V. Steward
G-ndolyn Stewart
Paul Matthew Strasser

Dorothy Ann Swartwout
Opheloia Taylor
Louise B. Thronllelt
Susan Ann To berman
Mary L. Turner
Brian Leon Urban
Carollnll Gerarda VanDrlll
Janice OeVora Walker
Patricia Ann West
Ronald William While
Ronald William White
William Lee Whited
Cordelia Williams
Patricia Beatrice Williams
Alicia Garcia Zamudio
Master of Arts
James Anderson Adams
Yvonne Harriet Adams
Milton S. Albritton
Nwokedl Fidells Amatokwu
Lettie M. Bell
Barbara Bicker
Barbara Jean Blllstrand
Elena I. Boule
Dorothy Jean Bradford
John Ethel Cade
Juliet Olga Gabtllll Cavadas
Mary McCrory Chappell
Carrie Clark
Harry condon
Fannie Mae Creach
Avery Hearn Coleman
Harry Condon, Jr.
Marion Lyke Covington
Fannie Mae Creach
Joyce Shumaker Craft
Michele DeLeonardis Crowe
Beverly J. Curry
Robert F. O'Apptey
Glenn G. Davidson
Nancy Lucille Davis
Carol Walker Dye
Mignon Eisenberg
Karen Mae Fadner
Dorothy Edna Furnace
Lorraine W. Galberth
Jane Ann Ganet
Deborah Annette Harris
Yvonne J. Irons
Gladys Oelols Jackson
Anthony Nell Johnson
Paulette Jones
Donna Marie Junlel
Patricia Keating
Gladys G. Kendrick
Nancy Machin Kernagls
Gall Ann Klkkert
Jerry Arthur Knight
Anthony J. Lell
Barbara J. Lewis
Howard Mabry
Myrtle M. Mac Adam
Judith A. Mathews
Joan McConnell
RhOdell S. McFadden
Minnie M. Millen
Frances Mills
Henry D. Morrison
Colleen Hathaway Murphy
Janice M. Niemiec
Betty A. Oros
Emmanuel Parker
Sherwood Perman
Ruth Lorraine Petta
Carol S. Porter
Stanley J. Rachowlcz
Catherine D. Rance
Helen Uzzell Garner Randall
Irene Simmons Robertson
Addle e. Rogers
Robert Chall Rogers
Alan J. Rose
Beulah Ruth Sanders
Mark Eldon Schultz
Iva 0. Shaw
Kenneth c. SpaJer
Gwendolyn Stewart
Marjorie Ann Thoma5o
Doris C. Toney
Maxwell Vanarsdale, Jr.
Mlchaleen B. Vasil)
Bernice Marie Weathers
Joyce K. Weldensee
Cordelia Williams

Shades of Gray
by

A

··so Y0\1'

Jo; MADE IT, ehT'
have I. ow we arc going
to graduate b cau e we've met,
succe fully, all the requirements
in our re p ctive dcgrt>e programs
Haccalaureate and Ma t r·
in
the
former
s ... I'm
·atagory ... ure "Tm elal d.
nuo lrated, and a bit tirPd.'" But I
cannot stop now. You e , in the
words of the old Spiritual,
have
one more river to cro s" - on th
othC'r ide of whi h await JllY
Master dcgrc ... Yes. "'I'm tired.
'" bccaust> as of lhi moment the
journey has taken forty-two y ar ,
and I've had to run every tep of
the way.
1.

w~·ll .. 0
0

··r

2. MEANWHILE. IN 0 R
HEVERIE: Governor
State
Univ r ity wa conceived in 1969
with a proj cted gc tation period
of approxomat ly two-year . "It
wa at that time e tablished a a
free -standing enior divi ion
university to
erve junior·
ommunity college transfer
student and others working
toward baccalaureal and rna ter
degree ."To open its door "in the
Fall of 1971 with an enrollment of
approximately 500 fulltime
equivalent students in temporary
facilitie ," was its goal
a goal
which became a reality on eJ)"tember 13, 1971. and only twoweek
below the projected
chedule of August 30. Its permanent facilities, on a 753-acre
tract of land in Will County, "will
be available in the Fall of 1973."

l't·rhaps. th r
among the rir:t

A HARRI '
too we will b •
a\ t>ry hi tori cal

first~

:!. MY RELATIO ' HIP to
Govt>rnor State nivcrsity caml'
into bl•ing through its rt>ading
paraphernalia including tht>
Bullt>tin 1971. N ilher of which
impr • cd me greatly, hut of
cour e I bt>came curious about that
.. nt·w·· . chool
the
enior
univt•rsity's
sion rath r than
st'ml'ster ,
quarters,
or
trimester. : it modules rather
than tour es: iL unit rather than
hour ; and it cleaving not to lh
.. traight and
narrow" of
traditional opinion but. rather to
innovative concepts in higher
<•ducation. So here I am.
4. NOW TO THE FAC LTY:
Thank you. thank you very much!
And "no- you have not been," in
many instance "all that I thought
you should have been," but
pl'rhaps you wer the be t you
could
be
under
the circumstance .. .In any ev nt, I am
proud to have been with you the
last two miles of a journey that
started 42-year ago ... You ure
helped!!!
5.
TO
THE
AD·
MINISTRATION: My sincere t
thank , and congratulation for
giving this infant in litution om
semblance balance as it waddle
it way toward the twenty-first
century. Indeed, it i ju t one of
many
Universities of the
future ... For its vanguard position,
you are to be commended.

H. SPECIAL Tl!A K ' TO all of
vnu in tht• Ll•arning Ht·soun·t·
i't•nlt•r. I haw always ft'lt so
t•konw th<'r<• .. .lt h:ul to lw vnu
ht•1·auw ohjt'tb don't talk. ·To
Hll'IIAHII ALLE and his staff,
l'aul Hill and hi staff. 'rN' tht•
cashil'r. Dr. Bailey. Profe sor
JlauwiiiC'r of Admi: ion and
Ht•tords and hi. entirt> stalf.
thanks folks. All of you haVP just
lwcn wl'll to mt>o
7. ~OMETHING TH T MU, T
m; ."AID
To Would bt•
Lt•ader : Ju, t bl'. To "b(•" i not
only the formula for being "a gnat
l(':td{'r" hut it i
a most
di. tingui. hing tharactt>rislil- as
w(•ll. Whooping. tamping upand
down, and de criptifying can be
correlated
to
antic
and
shenanigan of quadrupe ' who
musl act in tinctivcly becau
they have no intelligen e. Then
too. circumstance alter ca es and
plac . .. lill mor , nobody i likely
to . land or it directly in the path
of fumes from motor fuel. and it
doe not matter whether the
ga se arc being emitted from the
tail pipe of a machine or from a big
whole in it front end. So! ju t
'bl'' ... Be el vated in soul and
purpo e - or in a word, be
magnaninous. "Be a bedrock." And
rem mber, if the hound ar
yapping, the fox knows that they
are still on his trail - knows the
pr i e direction from which they
are coming! Rem mber too, that
"in the be~nning the word was
;onol .• :· "\\'oHe i·· \our and •..?"
0

\\
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News Briefs
As you probably have heard,
the formal commencement
Sunday, June 24 was held at
Homewood-Flossmoor high
school, rather than the Commons.
AdditionaJ admittance tickets
were mailed to the degree
candidates. The Innovator would
like to congratulate ALL the
graduates, especially our fellow
staff members!

....

linda Miller

H LD: Maxwell Bennett

Corliss L. Muse

The Environmental Protection
agency developed a new
simulation game that is . being
tested at G.S.U. in CEAS. The
River Basin js a computer·as5isted
decision-making tool in which a
number of computer programs
simulate major processes
(transportation, migration,
housing, etc.) that taKe place in
any local system.

....

CS: Walt Calgaro

SHE Rep. Fernando Chagoya

BPS: Gene Billotto

S.S.A.C. Hears Annual
Budget Proposals
By Lloyd DeGrane
The new S.S.A.C. members was not officially recognized by
played host to several G.S.U. the committee as a university
organizations last week. Officers organization. S.S.A.C. told Jensen
and representatives from the that his group must submit a
Innovator, Vet's Club, Balance, constitution and then be formally
and the Student Affairs group recognized before he could
from E.A.S. presented either request funds for an annual
direct petitions or annual budget budget. However, S.S.A.C.
members informed Jensen that he
requests.
S.S.A.C. representatives present would petition for direct funding,
were John Heinze and Morrison provided he have some special
Ninalowa - E.A.S., Linda Miller activity.
The information provided
H.L.D., Gene Bilotto and Estella
Jensen was applicable to those
Reese - B.P.S., Corliss Muse CCS, and Shirley MuUinix and people planning a Day Care
Center at G.S. U. S.S.A.C.
chairperson, Wardell Hargrove.
Herb Williams, representing the representatives agreed that those
Innovator was the first guest to be requesting funds for a Day Care
recognized. Williams told S.A.C. Center apply for organizational
members that the Innovator had status before any action is taken
exhausted it's skimpy budget and on their behalf.
The Veteran's Club president,
was in immediate need of
$1100.00 Farook AliKhan, Frank Piontek submitted an
Innovator Business manager, emergency fund request of
elaborated on the budget $1,000. Piontek told members
proposal, stating that "without an that the money was needed for
$1100. appropriation the paper equipment and an activity
planned for July. When the
would perish."
S.A.C. members to •k the $1,000 request was denied
Innovator reque!H into Piontek responded by telling the
consideration, asking for time to representatives, "The
administration bas no place in
privately deliberate.
Balance, the environmental your affairs. You represent the
science club was next on the students." S.S.A.C. members
agenda. Representatives Larry relented a bit and decided to fund
Posanka, Pat Gallagher and Julie the Vet's club $40.00 for office
Taylor submitted Balance's annual supplies.
The Student Services Activity
Budget. S.A.C. members told
Posanka that he too, would have Committee is now devising a form
which would facilitate monetary
to wait.
leqJolests. The form should be
The E.A.S. Student Affairs available soon. Students and or
group represented by Bob Jensen organizations requesting funding
petitioned S.S.A.C. for a $7,000. would fill out the form and
Annual Budget. Jensen was told submit it to the committee, which
that the Student Affairs Group would then take action.

New S.A.D.
For C.C.S.
As you know for the past
several months we have been
seeking applicants for the position
of Student Assistant Dean. Up
until this date only two people
have officially applied · Mr. Leo
Wagner and Ms. Marbara Morton.
As a result of the poD taken by
staff and students, Mr. Wagner has
been appointed Student Assistant
Dean in the College of Cultural
Studies.
Mr. Wagner will inform staff
and students concerning his
office, office hours and telephone
extension, at a later date.
Meanwhile, .. Leo will occupy
himself setting up guidelines for
the Fall session. There will be,
however, a question and answer
period of any student who cares
to take advantage of his
availability. You can conblct him
through Dean Sherman's office.

......

Dr. Alfonso Sherman, Dean
CCS will discuss "Innovative
University Systems · Current
Trends and Innovative University
Systems as related to
Employment" at a conference on
education and employment in
Alaska to be held June 25·26.
Prairie State College students
decided against the traditional
" commencement speaker." They
heard from several of their
classmates who represent various
campus activities. The banquet
and ceremony was held at the
Holiday Inn, Crete.

.....

Did you know that Governors
State, Chicago State, and
Northeastern Illinois Univ. all
support and draw upon the
resources of a cooperative
computer center housed at
Elmhurst College? The 3,000 sq.
foot center is under a lease
agreement with the Illinois Board
of Governors of State Colleges
and Universities.

CEAS has a display of the
17-year cicada. The exhibit is
entitled ''This is the Year of the
17·Year Cicada." Pictures include
eggs in twig slits, the 17 year
nymph, an adult emerging nymph
at night, an adult fully merged,
and an adult next morning. An
explanation or the cicada is also
included.

The humanistic teaching skills
laboratory was held Thursday,
June 14, from 6:30 to 9:30p.m.
Dr. Dave Crispin, CHLD and
about 80 persons, (adults,
children and teenagers) were
involved in this learning
experience.

Dr. Leibscher, CBPS has sent
information concerning various
proposals for theP.F.S. · Transit
Advisory Council to all students
and G.S.U. staff members. Please
respond. Our imput is necessary
since this will affect the' G.S.U.
community in the future .

The G.S.U. Jazz Sextet has
been invited to participate in the
Switzerland InternationaJ Jazz
Festival. The sextet is under the
direction of Dr. Warrick L. Carter,
CCS. Ron Askew, guitar; Walter
Henderson, trumpet; Jeff Simon,
bass; Eugene Vineyard ,
saxophone: Curtis Prince, drums;
and John Pat~, piano, are the six
u1usicians iri this very successful
group.

Dr. Jon Carlson, chairman of
Human Relations CHLD spoke at
"A Demonstration of a Parent
Education Model in Action," a
Georgia State Univer ity
workshop.

......

.....

BOG Rep Leo Wagner

M.B.A. and B.A. were from Kent
State. Receiving his doctorate
form the University of Denver is
Mel M. Munchnik, Director of
Communications and professor,
CHLD. M.A. and B.S. were from
the University of Maryland.

....

Dr. Rohr, CBPS, has written
"Ethics for Bureaucrats" in the
magazine America. Dr. Rohr
expresses the need to develop
ethicaJ norms for bureaucrats in
their role as policy makers.

....

.....
.......

HLD Student's registration
forms and schedules for both
July-August and St>ptember·October sessions have been
placed in student mailboxes in
HLD.

....

G.S.U.'s fabulous Falcons won
their first two softball games. The
team consists. of both faculty and
students. Games are held every
Sunday. Check the Commons area
for times and directions or
contact Maxwell Bennet, CHLD.

.......

The Children's Theatre of
G.S.U. will be featured in
"English High Lights" a national
news periodical for 7th and 8th
grade teachers, published by
Scott, Foresman and Co.

The Student Assist. Dean in
CHLD is desperately in need of
secretaries. Qualifications . must
possess minimal typing skills and
be eligible for Work·study.

Bruce G. Meyers, professor
CBPS will receive his doctorate
from Washington University. His

Rabbi Frank Rosenthal of
Temple Anshe Shalom will offer a
class in Jewish history and
thought through literature in CCS.

.......

....

G. S. U. Bookstore
Over the last year your
Bookstore has added several new
items for your convenience. We
have a well round d election of
g-reeting card , with more expected in th very near future. A
stamp rna hin i located within
th tore to assist in on the pol
mailing of tho e last minute
g-re lings.
'Ia
Rings have been on
di play for vera! month in both
a traditional and a "G " style.
Ord r are taken with a ten dollar
deposit and delivery time i ap·
proximal ly 5 week . A stock of
current be t elling paper backs is
available at all time and is
rcpleni hcd weekly by one of our

di tributors. 'l'h Bookstore also
off r a "Sp cial Order" service
to th G 'U community. This
service is designed to accommodate a ustomer's need for
a single copy of a pecific title. All
one ne d do is upply the exact
title, author and publi her, along
with a dollar depo it to place an
order. You will receive a telephone
call wh n the de ired book arriv
in the store.
The line of clothing and upplies
will be enlarged, omewhat, afler
inv ntory. K p in touch with
your tore and top in to brow e
between l xt book purcha es.
Mor news will be available
once we get into the new store!!
Thank you.

University and non-university dancers representing Chicago, Indiana, and suburban area performed
at Governors State University's first major dance production.
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Position on Foreign Students
(Continued from page 2)

graduated and/or who are
transferring courses from
universities outside the U.S.A.
who seek admission to Governors
State University must meet the
foUowing requirements:

FOREIGN STUDENT
ADMISSION POLICY
In general, foreign students will
be selected upon the basis of the
excellence of their former
1 · Furnish evidence of a
academic work, the judgement of
the University as to whether each satisfactory score of the Test of
individUal foreign student wi11 English as a Foreien Language
benefit from our unique (TOEFL). Minimum score Is 550
educational system, the student's for graduates and 500 for
abiUty to support himself during • undergraduates, except for those
the normal period of time stud~nts whose study was In
required to reach the objectives of 1 EngliSh.
.
his study, his ability to provide
2. Furnish eVIdence that.
h i s 0 w n 1 1 v i 0 g adequate arrangements for funds
f0 r
a c c 0 m m 0 d a t i 0 n s a n d 1 have been made available to fulfiU
transportation while attending the fi_nanclal needs for the length of
University, and by the num~r of. time necessary to complete
program openings within the full:time course of study
collegiate units.
apphcable .to a degree program.
(Not required for students on
Foreign students are advised immigrant status.)
that admission preference will be
3. Submit the following for
eiven to immigrant students that
evaluation:
have previously attended other
A. Complete secondary school
U.S.A. accredited Institutions.
Furthermore, at present, the record listing courses taken and
University bas no scholarships or examination results. (Rank in
financial assistance plans for class, it possible, and this rank
foreign students other than a defined.)
B. Other diplomas or
limited number of tuition grants.
lt must also be emphasized that certificates. (Rank in class it
the University is a commuter possible)
C. All national examination
institution which provides no
1i ving accommodations or results. (Rank in class, if possible.)
transportation. Prospective
D. University entrance
foreign students must understand examination results. (Rank in
that no special services are class, if possible.)
provided for them other than
E. Complete record of any
those general services available to
all students, i.e. there is no college, university or other
program of advisement or health post-secondary work listing
services designed especially for courses taken and examination
results. If courses were not
foreign students.
completed, please specify those
FOREIGN STUDENT
courses, if known. (Rank in class,
CLASSIFICATION
if available.) Certified copies or
A prospective foreign student is original documents must be
defined as a non-U.S. citizen. For furnished and accompanied by
admission purposes four certified English translations of
categories of foreign students are credentials needed for evaluation.
considered:
4. File official application,
1. Foreign students on
immigrant status who have medical report and evidence of
visa status if already in the U.S.A.
graduated and/or who are
transferring courses from a U.S.A. (Not required for students on
immigrant status.)
accredited institution.
2. Foreign students on
5. Governors State University
immigrant status who have will admit only tbose foreign
graduated and/or who are students who have completed
transferring courses from items 1 thru 4, and who have been
universities outside the U.S.A.
evaluated in the following
3. Foreign students on a manner:
student visa who have graduated
A. Who possess an education
and/or who are transferring
courses from a U.S.A. accredited here or are at a level equivalent to
American students h11vlng spent
institution.
4. Foreign students on a the same number of years in
student visa who have graduated school as those who have
and/or who are transferring completed either two years of
courses from universities outside study or a bachelors dej!t'ee.
the U.S.A.
B. Who are identified by the
ADMISSION
university to be prepared to enter
Undergraduate and graduate the Learning Program for which
foreign students (immigrant status the student has requested
and student visa status) who have admission.

If you don't smoke, Farmers Non-Smoker
Auto Policy may save you as much as

25%.
CaU

Bob Rankin
748-6631

Park Forest

AC 312 - 563-8825

Plotttotiotl House
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
ITALIAN SPECIALTIES -

COMPLETE AMERICAN MENU

BREAKFAST FROM S:30

BUSINESS LUNCHES 11-3 PM

DINNERS TILL II PM

---

Rt. 50 & Court Street

Monee, Ill.

C. Initial admissions to
Governors State University for a
foreign student on a student visa
will be limited to the J-A, N-D,
and M-J Sessions.
D. Who are identified as being a
superior student. (i.e. A and B
average)
E. Consideration will be given
to students from all countries, but
the university will attempt to
maintain appropriate
representation from all countries.
F. Until the University can
provide the necessary resources,
the University will limit student
visas to 100 individuals.
6. Undergraduate and graduate
foreign students (immigrant status
and student visa) who have
graduated and/or who are
transferring courses from a U.S.A.
accredited institution, must have
the same minimum academic
qualifications as U. S. citizens. In
addition, each student must
provide evidence of a satisfactory
score on the Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL).
Minimum score is 650 for
graduates and 500 for
undergraduates. A student may be
required to take English for
Foreign Students at another
institution until GSU has the
capability to oUer this service.
This requirement may be waived
on an individual immigrant
student if tbe college to which the
student bas applied requests this
waiver in writing, or if all of a
student's previous education bas
taken place in an English-speaking
institution.

A touring children's theater troupe at Governors State University. "The
Bak Pak Playen.'' is seeking bookings for this summer. The troupe
indudes, bottom to top, Susan Poole of Homewood, Debby Payne of
Western Springs, Debby Doney of LaGrange, Jab Palmquist of Glen
Ellyn, and Dick Clarkson of Villa Park. Contact may be made with
director Gerry Stephens at 629-4395.

foco

MICHELLE CROWE
I am writing this article to hara ment. He quickly points out
prai e one of our more valuable to anyone. on his staff or not, their
administrators. Mo t students. failings, inadequatecies. and ju t
unfortunately cro hi path at one what jackasses they really are. In
time or another. And most his t>agerness to be compasionate
probably dread that it might and empathetic, he clearly sees
happen again: for once you've met just how incompetant the entire
him you never quite forget him. administrativ<- . taff is at G.S.U.,
o matter how hard you try. He's with the exception of him. elf. But.
a fine man in his own right. which th r~: is no cau e for alarm.
i · usually wrong.
bPcause Papa Doc has all the
I t·an't evaluate his ad- answt•rs. Hl' gives out constant
ministrative abilities. I've never words o[ •nrouragcmt>nt such as,
spen him assume this role, and I "Crank it out'".
could not rind anyone on staff at
lh• brightens up everyone's day.
by Colleen Green
G.S.U. willing to testify to the fact And it's easy to se why. With a
On May 16, the Student that hl• does have admini trative smilt· un his fa ·c. a twinklt• in his
Services Student Activities abilities. Therefore, let me ad · t'Yl"~. and a sack of goodies on hi·
Workshop began at 10:30 a.m. drl•ss my!wlf to his <Jualitics, which bat•k - oops - I oftl'n gd him
with registration in the commons. un• Wl•ll known to 1.1yself.
•·onfus(•d with I hat guy in the r~:d
Coffee and donuts were served to
l''irst th<•rt>"s his m£>lodious suit. thl•y"rc so similar. Art ually
all the participants followed by an voin•. Which can be heard from hi.
th<'r<··s a g:rowl on his face. a srowl
orientation speech presented by nrritc to the depths of thl' in his t•y<•s and a stack of old
Frankie Barnes, Coordinator of washrooms. Even during nushing. memo~ in hi. hands. But nt•v<'r th£'
Student activities in Student This mav bl• the n·ason for thl' lt•ss ht> is t•ncourag •nwnl to all. It
Services.
snawling on th£> wall of lh • makt>s ont• think how lut•ky one i.
The workshop groups were stalls. He's such an inspiration. not to f(•t•l how he look .
divided into eleven various
Itt• 's one of the most underrated
lie's fully opt·n to changt• and
catagories. Each group was listl•nt•rs of our limPs. Under rated innovation. So opton is ht•. that ht•
assigned a specific area and a ht•<·ausl' it's di£firult to listen when may oftt•n gl'n<'rat<• one policy and
coordinator. The catagories were h<• do<•s all the talking. This is just as soon ;ts tht• nt•l'd arises ht• nt'V<'r
as follows:
his s<•nsitivity to others. He ht•sitalt•s to alter proe<'durt• or to
Films - Dave Wight, Trudy doesn't want anyone to get a euntradid it. '1 he need however, is
Loeber
strain in tht•ir voice, so he never m·vt•r prt•didablt·. It's fully based
Speakers - (reps from each pl·rmit.s lhl•m to g<'l a word in on his lark of fnn•sight. hi:; railurt•
college) HLD- Maxwell Bennett; l'dgPways, sideways, or at all.
to t•valuah• full · tht• situation. and
CCS - Laurene Lambertino; EAS
Of rourst>. being the fair and
his failurt• to remember just what
- Larry Posanka; BPS - Chuck just jadt•d mandarin that he is he . aid in lht> last polil·y he
Rangel, Craig Hollinger;
known to bt•. he <-neouragc~ the gl·m·ralt•d.
Entertainment - Mel Slott
little people on his staff lo bring in
Th<·n· is just one more quality.
Musical groups Warrick any problems they might be or this administrator I'll address
Carter, Beth Herlinger;
having. An audience with him is mvst>lf to. bPcausc 1 could on to
Art & Exhibits - John Payne, l'asily obtained, bt>cause he's inhnitim. He has a sense of humor.
Phyllis Nelson
always walking through the ad
Now, the rumor of its exsistence is
Bus Trips - Sondra Crawley
ministrative area keeping a vague and unsub tantiated. but I
Social Activities - Linda Miller watchful eye on everyone and do hope he find it in time to read
New student Orientation -Mel everything. It's not that he's this column. If not, I can only
Munchnik
interE-sted, it' that he enjoys sugge t thai he ··cranks it out"!
Foreign Students - Kameel

Activities

Dada
Sports
Other or Miscellaneous - Holly
Katz, Sheila Sharot
Lunch began in the commons
at 1:00. Fried chicken, ham,
salads and coffee were served
buffet style. All participants were
given a lunch ticket and the
commons was alive with
conversation until the workshop
groups resumed again at 2:00.
Evening students also had an
opportunity to participate in this
workshop.
Thus far pot-luck dinners wiU
be held once a month with all
meat provided by Student
Services. Also monthly bus trips
will be held. Bus fare will be
provided free to G.S.U. students.
The calendar of activities is to be
much fuller than before with an
event of some type to be held
weekly. Northern Illinois
Uni~rslty's booking agency wiU
also book the musical programs
for G.S.U. in the coming year.

Distinguished Teacher
Dr. Bacon, collegial coordinator
Distinguished teacher awards
have been presented to one of cooperative education and
woman and two men at Governors university profe sor of human
growth and development, was
State University.
Recommended
by
their formerly at Mundelein College as
respective college administrators director of the upward bound
were Dr. Elizabeth C. Stanley of project. He received his Ph.D in
the College of Environmental and education at Northwestern
Applied Science, Dr. Cuttie W. University, M.Ed. from Loyola
Bacon of the College of Human University, and B.S. from Ken·
Learning and Development, and tucky State College.
Dr.
Winston,
university
Dr. Ralph J. Winston of the
College of Business and Public professor of accounting and
Service. The College of Cultural . business administration, came
Studies did not make a selection. from Wiscon in State University
Dr.
Stanley,
university at 0 hkosh. His D.B.A. degree
professor of physical science, came was from Washington Univer ity.
to Governors State University He received master's and unfrom the University of Illinois. She dergraduate degrees from Nor·
was awarded a Ph.D. degree in thwestern University.
analytical chemistry by the
Distinguished Teacher awards
University of Illinois. She holds a
ma ter's degree from Oklahoma were given to Dr. Elizabeth C.
State Univer ity and a B.A. from Stanley - E.A.S., Dr. Cuttie W.
the State University of New York Bacon- H.L.D., and Dr. Ralph J.
Win ton- B.P.S.
at Binsrhampton.
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CONGRATULATIONS
Graduation '73
A View From Inside
By Herbert Williams

FIDELIS NWOKEDI AMATOKWU

ADIOS MONSIEUR AMATOKWU
Fidelis Nwokedi Amatokwu was the first student to be enrolled in the
College of Human Learning and Development, and, in fact, the first to
be enrolled in the university. He has played some commendable, and,
sometimes, mind-blowing roles in dealing not only with student-related
problems, but with problems that some of us have been scared to give
voice •.. If, by some miracle the College of HLO and GSU decide on an
honest feedback to those who contributed to the ideals there are,
Fidelis could well deserve a fair mention as the first student, and as an
energetic spokesman, particularly, in his ingenuous, invaluable services
on the student publication, The INNOVATOR Press, where he served as
executive assistant chief editor. By the end of August, Fidelis will, in
peace and bv compulsion, separate with Governors State University to
Syracuse University in New York State to pursue his doctorate in
Psychology.
On behalf of everyday people, and, in-behalf of the Innovator staff, we
say, Have a nice stay in Syracuse, and, remember us to your new
community.

Bill Tate,
Editor-In-Chief

Grads in rap session before commencement begins.

I didn't graduate myself, some
of my friends, those around did, so
that on occasion I thought I caught
a glimpse of what. they might have
been dealing with.
At the end of 16 years of
academic engrossment. it seems
rather empty at times to be
through with it; there are
thoughts of, what now?
For many, it has been much
longer than the aUotted 16 years,
and for them. I imagine "get.tin'
over" is sho' nu[( a gas; God knows
it's been a struggle. So now you
are ready, and I have to laugh,
because when thinking of "gainful
employment." there has to be a
little uncertainty the way the job
market is today. There probably
are nightmares of washing dishes
in Mac's Place, or pumping gas at
the neighborhood gas station,
especially if you happen to be from Dean Austin of EAS and Bill Tate, Editor-in-Chief of the Innovator.
the other side of the track. Don't
knock it, check-it-out! Freedom is
a gas! Like the Brother says "free
yo' mind and yo' booty will follow."
There are those however who
attach no particular importance to
a piece of paper and the conventions of graduation, simply
because there are a lot folks out
there with degrees who don't
know there butt from a hole in the
ground - game playing is in
vogue. So as we move from playin'
smart to being smart, remember
to "spare the children."
What can I say 'eept what
someone has already said: "I
believe in service humble,
reverent service, from the
blackening of boots to the
whitening of souls; for Work is
Heaven, Idleness Hell, and Wage
is the "Well done! of the Master,
who summoned all them that labor
and are heavy laden, making no
distinction between the black
weating cotton hands of Georgia
and the first. families of Virginia,
since all distinction not based on
deed is develish nnd not devine."
W.E. DuBois
RITE-ON-Y' ALL

In the .l ad is Or. Mary Endres, Vice President for Academic Affairs,
Guest Speaker, Or. Jerome Sachs, President, Northam Illinois
Univenity tnd GSU's President. Dr. Williwn Engbretson.
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Movie Reviews

Poetry Corner
For all that is holy I beg of thee,

By Richard Darnell

Can thy not see thal1 drown in the

I pass through time and space Sea?
as l walk with silent grace.
Its salt eats the skin from my
Never knowing when the end is knees,
near
My bones now lay aground as the
because I do not hold life so tide leaves.
dear.
The sun in turn performs its skills
With the rains' fall I do not sleep the ants, crabs, and gulls aU get
for my inner thoughts are laden their ffil
deep.
and what is left of me; not even a
bill!
Concerning what I shall not
speak
not even to my closest friend of
(1) NIGHT FREIGHT
the week.

EASTWOOD'S "DRIFTER"

DEDICATED TO
THE BLACK WOMAN
Every night I commit · Murder·
in the very first degree on my
yet, unborn children, a fonn
of Male/abortion, will some
Black Sister, help me or my
cries in Vain,Black Woman!

I beseech and holler for thee,
endlessly and countlessly for
thy devine presence, Black, •
Black as fresh Earth, rich
and just as fertile, ftrst Mother,
child of Ebony midnight thighs.
Cleopatra to ghetto • (Black
Trees with neither leaves nor asphalt Plantation) - Mother...
Running ever faster now l stop
roots
and weep
With lips like wine and hipa
wondering when my journey fell in glass
that
invite you love, lust, mine
on the gras,
shall sleep.
deep down In the cracks and
Blocked only entrance to the path.
Body jack-knife, I kissed my feet! crevices of my souls, there's a
With a whispering glance of Stepped up the waU into the need
that must, be fulfilled even in
remembrance
street,
my weathering memory gently ... was thirstier, and had to drink. weaker men ....
glides into
My very Being fibers pulses,
a world past beyond my longing Gag over eyes, years of crying
reach.
Stridcnt blow fell -fits of sighing, moans and mourns you,
your enveloping, penetratin&.
then!
probing, plunging, surging,
I wish to pierce the sacred My t>haine-d tongu bent.
hot embracing warmtb
lunging,
heavens
tht> viens inside my skull,
and journey forth to behold opaqued the light
you - your lack of presence
Gods haven.
I screamed in that faroff night!!!
Stop Sun! Stop Man! Stop
To reach out and touch God's .. .1 nearly drank again
Earth!
hand
Stop Whole damn Universe!
water with bile and cherries.
and before him bear my soul and potassium and blue berries!
I say God Damn It! Plack Eve,
stand
with your unbitten apple,
Mdoncholy songs rang out with
Naked as sheep upon the barren giN'
where forth in the "Hell tbla
land.
I fell off the bed. scraped my knee, HeU! Ari Thou."
Come ..• Cotne ... Come
Woke suddenly from the dream!!!
the quiet rain falls
Came
and wanted to pee ...
with sweetness to my lips
by Anna Harris
and aside me her warmth I feel
121 AUDACITY
Her gentle voice filtered by the
rain
·· ...Relieved that you decided to
brings ease to my troubled
tay,
thoughts
I'd worry if you were too far away!
My eyes slowly close and I relax You're first and last letters of
me... :
then l remembered and curse ... barbarian flukes
myself
of saxon genius,
Looking towards the warmth I felt faked. ornamented credentials
She was not there, she had never horned by primitive in tinctsbeen.
Mine! Mine! Mine!
ON 'J1IB BOOKmanured, snow covered stuffs.
BLACK FAMIIJES IN
with quiet scorn,. curse this morn grt..>edy, rude, brutality
WHITE AMERICAand the day you were born.
of extravagant manners
By ANDREW BILLINGSLEY
in ancient rivers' slim!!!
For I still love thee deep within Oh. but you didn't decide to stay'!
I am. submitting a critlcll
my mortal soul, now as then.
It was I...
anaJysis or essay, or as they say
You see, we're in our millionth academic jargon a "Paper" on tbll
Speak your propaodistic lines
day,
book because of the IIWlJ
of how you feel, how fine, how fine! .. .1 cannot be the same if you're far
emotional conflicts that welled ...
away!!!!
in me in the course or my readiJII
your words seem falsely bound,
it. And 1 need a means ot
with little feeling as if I were a ... You have not Year nor Sun
expressing this feeling to
clown.
not yet spring, sprig nor spray,
someone.
First of all I would like
Wind on oceans kneel to me,
to
say the very title of this book is
then so must you.
a come on. Big as life on the cover
Helinquist now all thoughts of
is the words "Black Families In
Day,
White Amerikka,'' and the first
I've decreed that you must stay
phrase you encounter as soon as
Placate your stivings to go
you open the book is Amerikkka
away!!!"
by Anna Harris Knee-grows - oooo - families
22353
this, and Amerikkka Knee-grows
Governors Hwy.
- oooo -that -so the first thing
(j.S.tl. studcnl wants someone I feel I should speak on is the
Richton Park, II.
(male or female) to :share in ad· commercial come-on or rather
See us first
wnturous e carladcs. I guaranty
put-on tatic the author, a Mr.
for your
plt•asure and lilillating ex · Andrew Billingsley, used. Need I
musical
jl('ril•n('CS.
add that in this day and age of
graduation gifts.
M'l' innovator
Black awareness and Black,
staff for info. consciousness, it is commercially
Can anyone tune my afroharJl'! fea£ible to capitalize on this
l'lt·a~t!
(•aii_Cullt·t•n
8006.
trendis,ifheyou
wishhistobook
sell
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......;.,
___
_ _ _a1.
_~JI):i
__
__ , current
books. That
knew

a.

THE
MUSIC STORE

748-0555

•

Dettmering's Tavern
3613 S. 216th St .• Matteson

B~.!.~ ...~.~;rtY
Music and Dancing
Free Snack Bar
Sign up for Amateur
Contest · Solo or Group

would sell better if he titled it
"Black Families In White
Amerikkka" - instead -of, said
bad be entitled it (what I feel he
should have because of his book
contents) "Knee - grows ooooo Families In White
Amerikkka." Because and I think
you might agree with me Bro.
Teacher Eugene that the word
Knee grows - oooo and
"Black" have two - distinct ,
different and separate meanings
and l:onnotation surrounding each
word -- I accuse Mr. Andrew of

Let me recommend Clint
Eastwood's "High Plains Drifter".
Eastwood, who ~tars in the film
also produced and directed it. He
has created a film that moves well
in visual ways ...
Terence Rattigan's (The French
Connection) screenplay has a few
ambiguities, but overall the story
is interestingly different as
westerns go.
A tall, leather-coated stranger
(Eastwood) rides through a heat
mirage into a desolate town on the
edge of a dead sea. The townspeople, we quickly learn are all
corrupt, and afraid of strangers
who might expose their corruption. As they should be. They
bullwhipped to death the marshall
who had opposed their get-richquick schemes a few years earlier.
Eastwood is elected to organize
the fight. against three men who,
now released from jail, are riding
back for vengeance against their
former employees. The townspeople are all willing to accomodat.e him. But at night when
he sleeps, visions of the brutal
whipping haunt his dreams.
Eastwood's identity is a mystery.
Is he the dead man risen to aven!\e
his killers'? Or a brother of tlie
victim returned to even the score'?
ln images that are both com·
pulsive and surrealistic, the film
portrays a town subjugated to the
will and whim of one man. He sets
up a reception for the killers; the
town is painted red, the name is
changed, the townspeople are
assembled for a picnic directly in
their path. That might have been
the ending for the perfect
existential melodrama.
Eastwood, however knows what
the public wants and it isn'tfulfilling
neccessarily existentialism. His climax may be an·
ticlimatic but it is fulfilling. The
killers ride into the town and are
allowed to shoot and maraude. But
as night faUs, Eastwood returns to
even the score. The catharsis is
complete. It is what makes this a
commercial hit and not a complete
art film.
Eastwood, who is a much better
act.or th.lln he is ever given credit
lor, is the epitome of laconic
eoolness. His direction ranges
from pictorial symbolism to gutsy
action. He seems to have absorbed
the approaches of two of his
former directors. Sergio Leone
and Don Siegel. and fused them
into his own individual techniques.
The result is impressive.
Clint Eastwood is a formidable
talent on both sides of the camera.
A man who not only knows his
own mind, but who knows what hE'
is doing, and knows how to make
that knowledge pay oft.
realizing tbls when he named his
book and doing so nuslee.dingly
and for commNcial gain and
profit. In the first chapter, the
9
book didn't come on too strong.
"Black i''amilies in Perspective." It
is mostly shrouded in sociologist
analysis and conceptualit.ation
and to tell you the truth, I started
to become bored and started to
put the book down and go to
sleep but I have a habit or
skimming through a book to pick
out the good points if that is ·• I
find it unrclateful to any views or
if its not saying anything 1 don't
consider pertinent about our
people. But after doing this with
Mr. Billingsley book, I notice a
number of things he said that
caught my attention. So I decided
to get into Mr. Billingsley book a
little more attentatively. An,!
upon a closer inspection of Mr.
Andrews book I found SOllttl very
novel .. ideas, views, O[Jmionated
assertions and out of sight
concepts to say th~:: least.

In the clo,ing pages of Chapter
I he .commented on Black
Selfohuegation and Black - self hate. He brought up situations
and social incidents where Blacks

Attention must bl• drawn to the
supporting cast (it is excellent)
and to Bruce Surtee's stunning
cinematography.
(A Universal·Maplaso
Company Release at the
United Artists and due
soon in local theatres.)
30LT'S LADY
Screenwriter Robert Bolt has
scripted some of our biggt~st
motion picture hits ("Lawrence of
Arabia", ''Doctor Zhivago",
"Ryan's Daughter"). Mr. Bolt has
decided to try his hand at
directing and hi.<s d~but ~ffCJrt i<s a
romance about Lady Caroline
Lamb and her notorious affair
with the poet, Lord liyror•. l,;ntil
now, most reviewers have cast
this film off as glossy soap opera.
Hut actually, "Lady Caroline
Lamb" has some interesting
undertones.
For a movie to be at once wildly
romantic and also intelligent is
quite a task, but this recoll(:{;tion
of an 1813 scandal doos it
smoothly. The lady of the title
t played by one of our lr,vliest
Hritish ac.:tresses, Sarah Milt-S! h&..~
a fling with Lord Byron \Rkharo
Chamberlain) thereby becoming
so notorious t.hat her husband tJon
Finch) must sacrifice: eithc:r ht-r or
his political career.
This is no ordinary triangll'. It's
set at the dividing point bet ween
the AGE of Reason and the rise of
romanticism. Representing the
latter :Miss ~1iles portrays with
rire and passion, a woman ,o rult-d
by emotion she makes a fool ~Jf
herself. Chamberlain takes on a
regal and calculated wicked look
as the rebel poet. who promotes
himself as schrewedly as an~· of
our modt>rn best-selling no,·etil;'ts.
If Byron were around today. hE>'d
be on all the T.V. talk shows and a hot attraction on the
women's club lecture circuit. Finch
has the most sympathetic role 3S
the earnest statesman. who feels
the influence of both heart and
head. The 18th century ,·ie"l\· i.c;
nicE-ly E-spoused by ::"11arg~ . t>t
Lt>i~thton as Finch's wordlv-widf'
mothE'r. and LaurE-nce Olh;iE'r as
thf.' Dukf.' of Wellington. LE-apingfrom lx>d to be-d i quite okay. tht>y
,;ay - if done di.creE'tly.
Bolt. who also scriptt'd tht'
story. has buddinR dirt'ctional
talf'nts. Ht> ha..c; a flare for Spt>C·
taclf' as well as for milking thE'
most out (!f the intimate <'motional
sct>nes. Tlw st>t.\'. cflstume!' .1nd
music arc all as clt>gant :1~ 1h,•
timcs. Overall. ··L.1d~ l'.lr,,hn,•
Lamb" is a hanci.,_,,mcly lll•'llnh'<i.
witty discour e on an t'tt'rnal
<"onflict-f'motion vs. reason.
(An MGM Rt>lt>asf' duf'
to open so.'n in
local th<'alrcs)
were confronted with the hue of
their pigmentation and Blacknt ;s
of skin and reponsed, lan1ely a d
oppologetically, self defensivt y
and hurtfully also ashamefully
and tearfully: Lit~rarily projecting
a inferiority compte. ional
portrait. That l f~l and know was
literary projedbm and ct!rtainly
misleading and definitdy vnt.!:;iued
he only half heartl!ttly dt!ans ~fils
up by saying, "lt b a c<'ttstant
challenge for (Black) 11le says
Knee - grows - ooovo) parent~
at all levels of the "ethnic
subsociety"- ~o teach ~heir
children hoy, to be human and
Amerikk~an
and Black and
Proud" 1.1nquote.
H<: then goes on to offer his
readers (one wonder:s which ht!
was refering to or for) some
sociologist - or, ah excuse me on
this - social scientist formulas
and remedys which ronsist of
social scientist consultation with a little pyshoanalysis throw
m. Or put more properly stx:ia:
sdentist ghetto therapy. ln his
summary he literally l"omes out
and ju:st about say, we were just
settmg the slog for bigger and
better things Baby! And so it is,
so it is.

Pllge8
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GSU Keeps on Growing

By Robert A. Blue

For anyone who's never been
involved with the planning or the
construction of a building. it might
be hard to understand the "critical
path concept" reasoning which
characterizes the construction
method used for the permanent
GSU campus. I talked with acting
Superintendent of Building and
Plant
Operations,
William
Wickersham, Jr. He explained the
"co11cept" this way: "You tart
from one point and plan to the
completion point. However, along
the path construction and_lor
planning constraints subJeCt
completion dates to change many
things. For instance, if one secti~n
of say·Building E. (see phot~) ~s
planned for completion and 1t 1s • • • • • • • • • • • • done, in order to proceed from
there, it might be necessary' to

Almost available "A" Bldg.

•

~'2001 Monolith or G.S.U.'s E Bldg.

BUILDING A

Dream tripping from the balconey
0 Bldg.
BALCONY BUILDING D

TOUCH SALUTES

-~-

BUILDING E
complete one rt>quired section of in committing one ·elf to dPfinitP
ay-Building D. (see photo) that's datef lor completion of proiects.
connected to the "critical path" But. I was assu1 .·d by Mr.
before you can procet>d on the Wick<>rsham tha• ·on. lruclion is
original course."' It was not dif· prorPcding just abot. on sch('dulc
ficult for thb reporter to un· with portions of Buildt ~ A. ready
derstand that there are other ea ..iy in July for l.,e :-.tomgc• of
factors, which might affect the equ·pmt·nt and . · t, rials whkh
con truction rate such as the t•annol l11'~ ~~xpos~: ..~ . • 'l'ather·.
Mr. Wickersham t ould not
heavy rain. ('arlicr this yt•ar or the
labor dispute which halted con · spt·culat<· on studt•nt occupanl'y at
this timP. But. there's always hope
struction for two davs.
Having worked. in steel that thl' compl<'tion of the new
fabrication for five year·, I am t•ampus will ~ : clone• b('fore the
awarP of tht• difficulties involved snow falls.

-------

fO< some hme now l~te has ~n a
&!DW"'i diYJS•M bH11een l!!e"'s and •Jmen s
cloth,ng U~1set clotntng IS no lon~:~r ~u!
foc,ent for tht tasteful dri!W!r

'

TOIICH JS compl~teir a~tare ut :n.s diWKtOn
iM now td•l~ cloth'"& and KceSSOfres 1111
boUt ~·PS. fnsl•ad of olfeura m~n ·s ~~~ II•
women we n0111 olte~ the best of boTh.

I

FOR THE ri..TilL-\TE IX HI<IH
r &~mo,. CWTmXH Fon BOTH SEXEs•••
T

()~

11.\I..~TEU STRJ:ET II\" J,U ,\JIUI~ ST.\ TE
('OJ.U;m: 1:\' ('HIC\(i() Hf:f(jJITS
••no~•~ i~'\ . osw

.·
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Student Services
News Releases
TESTING

~ERVICES

Testing services are available to students without cost
Students may avail themselves of these services by contactin
a counselor in the Student Services. Testing areas include th
following:
a. Vocational Interest
b. Mental Ability
c. Problem Survey
d. Personality
e. Study Habits and Attitudes
f. Reading and Arithmetic Achievement
Counselors are also available to assist students and other
University citizens with test interpretation,
self-understanding, search for identity, and the selection and
preparation for careers.
HEALTH SERVICES ADVISORY COUNCIL

The Director of Student Services announces that there are
still vacancies for students on the anticipated Health Services
Advisory Council which will make suggestions for health
services and activities, assist with short-term and long-range
plans for health services to students. Any students who wish
to be considered for appointment to this body should
contact the Director of Student Services and express their
interest.
The proposed membership of this council will include the
Director of Student Services, the Health Services staff,
student, faculty, and community representatives, including
one physician and one attorney.
CAMPUS WELCOME

The local representative of Welcome Wagon has contacted
Governors State University in order to proceed with special
planning of a ''Campus Welcome" for new and returning GSU
students this fall. We are looking forward with anticipation to
their fine services and presentations. You will be hearing
more about this later.
TUTORIAL SERVICES

There have been several requests from University and
community citizens for tutorial services for the improvement
of communications skills, reading, and math. There has also
been a request for volunteers to teach or tutor persons for
the passage of the GED High School Equivalency Exam.
Persons who are interested in delivering tutorial services to
students or other community citizens should contact the
Director of Student Services.
HOUSING

Although Governors State University is intended to serve
as a commuter institution, the Student Services assists
students and staff members with informational housing
assistance.
The Student Services maintains a current list of students
interested in acquiring housing or finding a roommate to
share an apartment. The Student Services also furnishes
addresses and telephone numbers of the rental offices of the
nearest apartment complexes as well as the name of private
individuals who may wish to rent rooms or apartments to
students.
The University cannot assume responsibility for student
housing, but every effort will be made to help students find
quarters.
PRACTICE TEACHERS

Students who are currently practice t~aching or planning
to do their student teaching in the near future are advised to
immediately contact the Student Services Health Center for
tuberculary screening or chest x-ray. The Director of Student
Services urges all students who anticipate student teaching
this year to contact the Student Services as soon as possible.
COUNSELING SERVICES

Counseling services are available to students and staff from
trained counselors in the Student Services. Students
experiencing personal, social or adjustment problems are
encouraged to consult with counselors, Frankie Barnes and
Ken Wieg, or the Director of Student Services, Paul G. Hill.
General guidance and career development counseling are
specialities of the Student Services unit. Conferences may be
scheduled by calling or visiting the Student Services.
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

Paul G. Hill, Director of Student Services, wishes to
remind students of the Health services which are available for
evening students. The Student Services Health Center is open
daily from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., in the evenings on
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday between the hours of 5:00
p.m. to 7:00p.m., and on Saturday from 9:00a.m. to 12:00
noon. These additional services are available with the
assistance of Roberta Tholen, R.N.

Child Care ·
January '74 (?)
Veronica Keethers, Task Force
Chairwoman and member of the
G.S.U. Child Care Board of
Directors has stated that the
projected opening for the Center
is January 1974.
A verbal agreement has been
made from the university to lease
the Vick farmhouse, just off of
Govemors highway, behind the
Cardox factory, rent fret- for the
Center. The university will also
renovate the facilities needed to
operate this system.
The Board has planned a
capacity of 20 children with an
ultimate capacity of 45 children.
Sixty percent will be provided
with full time day-care and forty
percent will be short term
baby·sitting.
Nothing has been official (in
writing), but a child care Center is
definitely in the works. The final
shape is yet to be determined. A
small group of dedicated,
energetic people are working to
make this Center a reality for the
G.S.U. community. Funds for the
center are also in question. The
Student Services Advisory
Committee will be a major
determinant in the financial
phase.
Members on the Board to
develop this center are Paul Hill,
Mary Endres, Tom Layzell, Bob
Krebs, Addison Woodward, Ellen
Mendelson, Loretta Burgest,
Marilyn Comer, and Bill
Wickersham.

.•
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fool On The Hill \
Next year a new constitution
has to be approved. So far, the
move in the Governance
Committee (which has 1 support
person, 1 administration and all
the rest are faculty) is to end
equal representation of students
and faculty.
The new constitution being
written calls for 8 faculty, 3
students, 3 civil servants, and 3
support.
Interestingly enough, the
proposal is going to be unveiled in
July, when enrollment is lowest.
(Note: Last July the odious
overload policy w~ passed.)
The fool questions your
thinking and feels the students
are being overwhelmed with your
tokenism.
TYPING SERVICE AT THE
END OF EACH SESSION:
The Fool is pleased to see so
many students taking advantage
of the typing services being
offered them by Student Services.
Paul Hill, and his staff are to be
commended for their effort. It
certainly helps . . . that those
faculty members who demand
that papers be type-written are
likely to get them "type-written"
is a relief, according to the
students who spoke to the Fool
about the service.

For the May/June session there
will two-weeks of typing service,
instead of one (1). The Fool and
others students would like very
much to see this service become
an integral part of Student
Services.
A SOUR NOTE:
On June 8, 1973 the inner city
Junior College held their annual
graduation commencement. The
place, Rockefeller Chapel... The
Chapel is of old-world
architechtaral splendor. Its high
ceiling, narrow winding stairs. slim
corridors, plush but old carpeting,
the podium, organ candles and
velvet curtains together lend to
create an aura of charm, of
gracefulness. Then there were the
speakers: Many of the graduates
expressed different opinions,
some nt>gative, some positivl'.
Unfortunately all too many
expressed negative opinions: - "It
was entirely to discriptifying of
the black revolution, its genisis
and subsequent history which was
hardly new since (they) we've
lived through most of it ... why
didn't they mention something
about the world of higher
education, what is to be expected
from it, and possibly how to live
in it. They concluded, "We were
disappointed with the speakers both their text and theme."

Vets
Bulletin Board
Public Law 92·540 provides
than an advance educational
assistance allowance may be paid
at the beginning of a school
enrollment period that begins on
or after August 1, 1973. The
advance payment will be for the
month or part of a month in
which the enrollment period will
begin plus the allowance for the
next succeeding month. The
check will be made payable to the
eligible veteran or person and
mailed to the school for delivery
upon registration, but not more
than 30 days before the course is
to commence. VETERANS AND
ELIBGIBLE PERSONS WHO
WILL BE ATTENDING ON A
LESS THAN ONE-HALF TlME
BASIS WILL NOT BE ELIGIBLE
FOR AN ADVANCE PAYMENT
except for servicemen enrolled in
PREP (Predischarge Education
Program).
You may apply for an advance
payment by having the certifying
school official complete the
reverse side of the Certificate of
Eligibility a.n d PROMPTLY return
the VA copy to us.
(OR)
You may apply direct with us
by furnishing information to show
following: 1) Your name and file
number 2) That you have been
accepted by the school as shown
on the Certificate of Eligibility 3)
That you have notified the school
of your intentions to enroll 4)
The number of hours for which
you enroll {GSU veterans should
also include the appropriate time
design.a tion as indicated below:
The following are SEMESTER
H 0 URS (UNITS) and TIME
DESIGNATIONS:

6-8 -·Full;
4-5 -· 3/4;3 •. Half; 2 - Less than 11.1,
greater than Y..;
1- 1/4.
5) The beginning and ending
date of the enrollment period
(For GSU veterans - August 27,
1973 to June 29,1974)
IN ANY EVENT, BE SURE TO
GIVE YOUR NAME AND FILE
NUMBER WHEN YOU APPLY
FOR ADVANCE PAYMENT
VA Form 22-8677; (NR)
Apr 1973

We can't blame you for being nervous.
Investing in the market can be risky.
That's why we've devised the no-aweat Investment.
No risks. No outstanding debts. And no chance of
losing your money.
All you have to do is deposit your money in our bank.
Leave it with us for two years and we'll pay you a
tidy 5~ % interest.

If you don't want to wait that long, we'll give you an
almost-as-good 5¥2% interest on a one-year deposit.
Or if you want to get in and out for a safe, quick
killing, we'll give you 4112% on a day to day basis
(so you can take the money and run whenever
you want).
A deposit at our bank is one of the wisest ones
you can make.
We won't make you rich overnight.
But in a while you'll be a little happier. A little richer.
And a lot less nervous.

Governors :md Uncoln Highways. Matteson. llinois 60443
747-4>:200

•

264-5411
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Toffler Calls
Education
Outdated
Denver, Colorado (CPS) Alvin Toffler, author of FUTURE
SHOCK, told a group of faculty,
students and guests that tbe
present educational system wa
unable to cope with the ever
Increasing changes in our modem
society.
Speaking at Loretto Helgbll
College, Tomer said that the
educational system was productnc
Individuals who will be the
casual! ties of change. This is so, he
feels, because education II
primarily designed to serve 10
industrial society which is beint
challenged and Is breaking up.
"Anybody who believes we
have reached the end of the line
for change is in for some jolts," be
explained.
Toffler told the audience that
the system of education in thll
country had been very effective ln
that it produced needed workers
who would take orders without
thinking.
''This made excellent sense in
the society of yesterday, but It's
senseless in the society of today,"
hesald.
Infantilism, caused by
prolonging adolescence, Is the
by·product of today's educational
orientation. Toffler feels, "It.
keeps young people out of the
centers of decision."
He also sees the belief, that all
significant knowledge comes from
schooling and a lack of emphasis ·
on the values of real life
experiences, as a basic problem
with higher education.
"That belief damages all of us
and suggests the piece of paper the diploma - is more Important
than the individual.
"We are going to have to find
new ways of establishing
competence. We are frozen into
the status quo by a lock called the
diploma."
Another difficulty with the
present educational system,
Toffler said. was
tha~ it is
past·oriented, based on the belief
that tomorrow will duplicate
today. "That's fine if you live in a
future that simply repeats the
past. Our society is different."
Most educators are afraid to
recognize the possibility that we
might be moving into a society
that won't be industrialized," he
sald. ''The result is that we are
preparing students for
non-change, the wrong future."
As a possible solution, Toffler
suggested the establishment of a
"Council for the Future" at each
college and university.
"We need to begin to introduce
the future into education, not
only to probe the probable, but
it's important that we begin to
examine the possible than mter
out for ourselves the preferable
future."

This~ a~~~=y~~lleagues .J

Governors State University to
come forth and provide some
technical, social, and financial
support to the young men incarcerated in penal institutions
and specifically at the Illinois
State Penitentiary, Pontiac,
Illinois.
I was fortunate to be invited by
the prison community and by
other interested persons to be a
participant in the ftrSt Com·
munity/ Inmate Conference held at
Pontiac, June 3, 19'13. I made a
commitment to the inmates that I
would attempt to follow-up their
concerns related to counseling
services and a continuing
education program for inmates.
If you have some positive in·
puts, please call me at extension
314. Yours for Human Justice.
William Boline
University Professor
CHLD

1l Few Seconds
BY ROBERT A. BLUE

Indians Speak at G. S. U.
John Carmichael, Chipewa, the
Chicago Leader of the American
Indian Movement, spoke to a small
crowd of GSU students and faculty
on the truth of the India experience in this country, which has
previously been misconstrued by
the communications media.
The Indian's plight is long and
real; treaties broken, massacres,
starvation. the whole bit. "Now,"
said Carmichael, "It is time for the
Indian to be assured of his rights."
That, essentially, is the purpose
of A.I.M .• which is expanding all

effort toward some sort of immediate and long-range justice for
the Indian.
With Carmichael, was Ken
Little Fish, Commanche, who also
spoke.
For those interested in more
information, their chapter is
located at 2440 N. Lincoln,
Chicago. The phone numbers are
248-1918 Or 248-2026. For a
donation of $1.00, one can subscribe to a news article, THE RED
MAN'S INTERNATIONAL
WARRIOR SOCIETY.

Frontier Of Mind And Spirit
Only the most hardy and
dedicated citizens, until recently,
dared to raise their voices in
support of technology. In pointing
out that technology held the an·
swers to must of the problem:.
relating to man and his environment, they appeared to be
bucking a hopelessly swift-running
tide of opposition among collegeage youths in whose hands the fate
of technology rests. But now the
tide is changing. The futility of
attempting to improve the world
by turning off the spigot of
scientific progress has been
recognized in some measure.
Dr. Donald R. Herzog, professor
of business at Governors State
University, together .. ith a
colleague presented a paper at the
Midwest Business Administration
association meeting which stated

that. "Technology has become the
common mode for a better quality
of human life. and is invading
every institution and activity ... The
influence of technological advancement ," it added , " is
becoming more important in all
sectors of national activity .. . "
Technology is but another word for
the many frontiers of human
existence that remain . It embraces
the mysteries of space, of medicine
and of the Earth around us that are
yet to be solved. Technology is a
frontier of mind and spirit that has
no end. As long as man exists, it
will be inviting him forward . To
turn our backs on technology
means facing a dead past. The
Governors State University
professor is to be commended for
helping to restore faith in
technology and the hope it holds for
thP future.

To those of us in the Black
community who are aware of the
real nature of the American
political arena, we can take a few
seconds to draw a breath of relief.
Relief that comes from the
disclosures of the Republican reelection committees <C.R.E.E.P.>
sabotage and espionage campaign
to insure the re-election of 'four
more years' Richard 'make no
mistake about it' Nixon. I want to
make one thing perfeclly clear; it
was only a few years ago that the
Black Panther Party was formed
and panther members began to
inform the American public at
large that this society was slipping
fast towards a police state and that
some elements of political
America cared more about winning votes and control of people
and their hard earned tax money
than they did for providing them
with needed services, and what did
the media and Nixon do? These
and other statements of fact were
quickly eliminated or omitted from
most major media coverage of the
Panthers and in it's place in the
minds of media America, the
Nixon administration placed, the
Black Panther Party's ideology
and philosophy is a threat to the
internal security of mainland
America', with the late director of
the federal bureau or investigation,
.J.E. Hoover, leading the false
national propaganda campaign
together with 'hammer Head'
Hanrahan of Chicago planning
midnight raids, commenced to
destroy the Black Panther Party.
Strong free Black men and women
in body and spirit whose only
crime was they dared to expose the
racist nature of greedy, lying
schemming, slick, politicians and
law enforcement personnel of this
society. Black people have been
made painfully aware again of the
schizophrenic nature of white
American society. After being told
to take it easy and slow in their
social protesting or nothing
changes over night ; how might one
ask will changes take place and
last when , some butterfly in the
highest political office in the land
is dealing in mass subterfuge? We
never even got our forty acres and
two mules remember?
How shocked and confused

-

University Assembly
Vaeaneies
TO: Students of the College of TO: Students of the College of
Business and Public Service
Human Learning and Develop·
Because of the resignation of ml•nt
Narayanan Nair, a vacancy exists
Because of the resignation of
in the University Assembly for Michele Crowe, a vacancy exists in
Sludenl Representative of the the University A sembly for
College of Business and Public Student Representative of the
Service.
College of Human Learning and
An election is being held to fill Development.
the vacancy for the term ending
An election is being held to fill
December 31, 19'13.
the vacancy for the term ending
December 31, 19'13.
Petitions are available in the
Petitions art- available in the
office of the College Dean. The office of the College Dean. The
time for returning completed time for returning completed
petitions to that office has been petitions to that office has been
changed to no later than 5:00 p.m. changed to no later than 5:00 p.m.
on Friday, June 29, 1973.
on Friday, June 29, 19'13.
Ballots will be mailed to all
Ballots will be mailed to all
registered BPS students during registered HLD students during
the first week of the July/August the first week of the July/ August
ession. All ballots are to be session. All ballots are to be
returned to tbe ballot box in the rE.'turned to the ballot box in the
LRC by 9:00a.m. on Friday, July LRC by 9:00a.m. on Friday, July
13, 1973.
13. 1973.

I

media America InUit be now tha
the white house walls have begun
to talk . So thanks to the brother
that discovered the taped door lock
and give some credit to the media
for playing the watergate caper up
in a big way. Perhaps if the special
investigating committee keeps on
digging who knows what other
mess will turn up next. To know
that with all the 'stronger than dirt
Ajax' in the country; the white
knight won' t be able to just point
his lance and clean up what history
must surely reco.r d as one of the
most villianous, low- lifed, effective political capers of all
times;
brings
more
than
momentary joy. So now when
white well meaning liberals and
seasonal supporters of negro
causes think of helping negroes to
liberate themselves through the
'best system in the world' don't be
surprised if these same negroes
learn to apply the lessons learned
from the Watergate affair. As far
as the Black community is concerned, we have taken our few
seconds or rest and relief from
knowing that some of the
corruption and deceit wa~
discovered and is being reported
now we must be on with the
business of our ancestors ; the total
liberation and protection of Black
people in America and throughout
the world . As sure as mv name be
Hobert A. Blue, tiK> . insidious
thoughts behind the Watergate
mess is enough to make a negro
turn Black !!!

Pork Forest Star
Pork Forest South Star
Chicago Heights Star
Homewood Flonmoor Stor
The STAR-TRIBUNE Publtcatioru
- Ha"'ey
-Markham
- South Holland
- Tinley Park
- Orland Park
- Oak Forest

I

STAR/TRIBUNE PUBLICAl iONS
Phone 755 .6 161
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Student Groups Meet Together
On Wt·dnesday May 30. at 12:00
noon the subcomitt e on Student
Affairs and Student Services
Advisory Committee had a joint
m!•t•ting. Bt•cky Keller began the
m1•ctin~ by explaining that a form
i. going to b(• inlrodUI."t•d to
all\·viate tht• problems stud1•nts
an• ha\'ing getting transt·ripts of
t•rt>dits from Admissions and
Hct·ords. The form will t·onsist of
the nanw or the student. the
~t•ssion enrollt d. the courst• takt•n,
nnd the nanw of the in. t.ructor. It
i · hopt>ful that this form will give
Admissions and Ht•t·ords the in ·
formation to pinpoint the probll'm
and gPt tht• trans1-ript of crNiits to
the student.
During the meeting a discussion
arose about tht• possibility of
t•lling used books back to the
bookstore. The po ·ibililie have
bt•t•n researched and it was found
that the dirficulty in establishing
this operation would involvl' a
nPed for more space in the
bookstore plus the a urance from
the instructors that they would
use the same.• books in the
following sc sions, plu
a
projl'cted figure of the students
<·nrotled for a particular module.
This information would be
<·ssential to beginning a program
for selling back used book . There
is an added difficulty as far as the
agr<'ement that the bookstore
makes in by back agreements with
their suppliers. It was also in ·
di<·ated that the faculty operates
within an innovative program
which requires them to con·
o;btt•ntly ust• up to date matt•rials
thus new sourtes are consi tcntly
being ordered. The added
disadvantages arc the inability to
pin down the number of enrolled
studl'nts in a given session du<• to
tht• open enrollment at GSU.
b1 sidt•s the difficulty that the

colleges have projecting modules
for coming e. sions. The <Juestion
of lhc price
of books was
disrusst•d and some people in·
dirated tht>ir doubt that the
book. ton• was actually se-lling the
books al rm•scribed prir<~s. It was
notl•d that rt•gardl<•ss thl•
bookslon• must sell at the n•lail
rwi(•t: arcording to stat<! laws and
that the books <·ould lw undl.'r
prked h(.'c<• use of the· laws and
n•gards for other competitors in
lht• an•a.

Wardell Hargrovl' made a
motion that both committ£>cs bavl'
a mt•t•ting together with the
bookston• manager, the Bu. in
office manager and lh<' previous
bookston• manager to discuss the
bookstore probl m . The motion
was seconded and the vote wa.
unanimous.
Rich Allen came forward to
pre ent a report on the crueial
situation of students and financial
aid. During the academic year of
I'ifll to 1972 Financial Aids
distributed $9,000.00 which i
n<>ed based assistance covering
the ft>d<·ral programs uch as
EOG. NDSL, AND WORK
STUDY. During thl' academic
Yl'ar of 1972 to 1973 Financial Aids
spent $575,000.00 which not only
included financial assistance to the
GSU students, but money spent. to
pay hark institutional loans that
Financial Aids was forced to take
out bt'cau. e of a deficit in ov<•r
t•ommitmenls of $50.000.00 in
1971 ·1972. The budget for the
coming yt•ar is unknown. It is
hoped that Financial Aids will at
IPast rl·<·civt• $575,000.00, but
because
of
the
doubling
<'nrollment the ne£>ds are
t•stimated at approximately
7 50,000.00.
Hich Allt•n indicated that the
university does not gen<>rate funds

-

and that if we can develop a
systt·m of ~; 'm~rating funds they
t·an hi' rcgencratrd <'ontinuously
to tht• benefit of the student . We
must try to create new resourr1.•s.
The m•t•d for solving this prohl<'m
or l<u·k of Finandal J\id funds i.
ITu<·ial. During tht• May·Junt·
st•ssion of this y<·nr :375·-100
studt•nt-. arc on m•ed based
finanl'ial aid and th<' rt•maining
II OU stud<•nts n·t·t•ive some otht•r
fimm1·ial ain such as vel<•rans
ht·m•fits. talent st·holarships. Mr.
AIIPn propoM•d some suggt•stions
for arctuiring othl'r funds to
bt•m•ril the students. Soml' of
thl')o.t' .sug-gestions 'JVCre the ht!lp of
tht· .student S<·rvices Advisory
Cum m illl'e,
Coop era tiv<•
.1-:dut·ation. and studt•nt to stud(•nt
sponsoring of activities to
gt•n<•ratc funds for aid to the
~tudt•nts under prt•ssing financial
m•t•d.
Finam·ial Aids is presently
opl'rating undl'r a $30,000.00
dl'ficit anrl I his ~'rurial situation
must in some way he remedied.

$254,259 Grant
A grant of $254,259 to sub idize
students' jobs under the federal
work·study program has been
awarded to Governors State
University.
A total of 547 tudent jobs will
be covered, according to Cong.
George M. O'Brien of Joliet.
The grant will pay 80 per cent of
the student wage , with the
balance being paid by the in·
stitulion or by off-campus sources.
It i part of $263 million in
federal funds being obligated by
the U.S. Offire of Education for
the program during the 1973·7 4
fi cal year.

-

-
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YOU ARE INVITED TO:
STOP IN~ SEE
The NEW RING SELECTION!!

}

Finally the Traditional Styles
Have arrived at your BOOKSTORE
}

BOOKS FOR JUlY-AUGUST
NOW IN STOCK

Tell It like It Is

Dear Leola,
What can the women students
do to have some needed modules
given in the day? I travel alone
about 30 miles. Where the last
victim of the shotgun slayers were
found, I have to pass. I am
terribly frightened and my
husband wants me to discontinue
any more night classes. What can I
do?
C.L.A.
Dear C.L.A.,
Go to your professor and see if
you can take the module as an
Independent Study. If this is not
successful, take modules that a
friend is taking. The more the
merrier in traveling. Traveling
alone is not good even if these
murders had not occurred.
Another alternath-e would be just
do not take the module. When the
enrollment increases there will be
more people on the highway. I
know you are upset and justly so,
I personally will not be out here
alone at night.

***
Dear Leola,
I am enrolled in a module and
the instructor has told us his life
story. I do not want to make
trouble, but I didn't buy the
books to carry under rny arms.
E.T.G.
Dear E.T.G.,
Make an appointment with this
instructor and tell him bow you
feel. You must remember, many
or the instructors do not schedule
your reading. You read at your
own rate. By the time you have
reached G.S.U. you don't need to
be spoonfed education. I am sure
since you have taken time to write
me about this situation you are
not satisfied. Do not keep it
bottled up inside you - tell him.

***
Dear Leola,
Why are you gtvmg up your
column. You will be here at
G.S.U. I read your column as soon
as I get the paper. You are doing a
good job in answering the
questions.
D.R.S.
Dear D.R.S.,
I want to work toward my
Masters Degree, do some
substitute teaching plus being a
morn to rny sons. I have changed
my area of emphasis here at GSU
so I will have to really work a
little harder. I will hand in poetry,
etc., to the paper but nothing
where I will be pressed to meet a
deadline. I have two short stories.
I have written something that I
am trying to get published. I will
continue to write.

THE
BOOK
STORE
GSU - PARK FOREST SOUTH, ILL.
563-2211 ext. 22

\

***
1

Dear Leola,
I have a fear of storms. How
can I stop having such a terrible
fr ight when my husband wants to
travel every weekend . No matter
what the weather, off he wants to
go. I think this is a little silly. l
don't want to stay home alone. I
want to be with him at our own
home, not in a motel. Even if
t here is floo ding, off we must go.
Tired
Dear Tired,
It seem s as though your hubby
loves t o be where the action is. Go
to your family phys.ician he will
probably give you something to
quiet your nerves down. Meet
your husband half way. Travel
some and stay home some week
ends .. Have company in. Now you
can have outdoor Bar BQ's. Go
see exciting stage plays. Plan by
all means when you want him to
stay home something to his liking,
maybe movies of different states
and countries.

I

you suggest? I like dancing,
hiking, etc. I'm not about to be
somebody's bed partner.
L.Z.S.
Dear L.Z.S.,
I don't blame you for this. A
group of girls can have fun
together too. Go to the show, out
to dinner and go to visit your
parents if you aren't living with
t:•em. The old home town may
hold something for you now. Slop
thinking about it and the type of
young man you want to come
along.

Dear Leola,

***

My husband wants to divorce. I
have more to lose than him. Our
children are grown. My husband
told me he is in love with a
woman that is the same age as one
of our children. 1 will be left alone
and he will have a companion. I
am not going to set by quietly and
let this woman ruin mv life.
Death do us part ...
Dear Death Do Us Part,
Many women find themselves
in this position. That is why 1
have always believed in a woman
looking her best. Never but never
take your man for granted. I
know it may be difficult to keep
that new excited approach to
marriage after the excitemeut has
worn off. Why is the love gone?
Stop and think of your children
and the glorious days ahead. Go
to a marriage counselor. Perhaps
you needed this good shaking up.
Try to save your marriage. A nice
vacation is in good order. Don't
forget those frilly items, a new
hairstyle, exciting new fragrance
in cologne.

***

Dear Leola,
I am pregnant. 1 want the baby
but my parents say no. I am not
married. My parents say if I don't
have an abortion I will have to
move. Where can I go? The father
of my baby is married.
No Regrets
Dear No Regrets,
You have really put your foot
in it. I suggest you have your
Minister, Rabbi, or Priest talk to
your parents. It will be
confidential. You haven't stated
much about the father or your
child or his reaction to the news.
Sometimes it seems darkest before
the dawn.

***
Dear Leola,
Why didn't any reporters
attend the picnic EAS gave? Many
of the events no one from the
paper is present.
The Eye
Dear Eye,
I attendf'd the picnic and also
other J!1embers of the staff. We
try to cover as many activities,
meetings, etc., as we possibly can.
We are looking for new staff
members. I assume you would be
just the person we need, by your
signature the eye. Join Us.

***
TO ALL OF MY READERS:
My column has been a success
only because of the great response
to it from you the readers. I have
not answered all of your letters
due to space limitations. This is
the last or my column. "Tell It
Like It ls." Thank You for a
wonderful two years of shariD~
your intimate problems with me.
Everyone has some type of
problem. The solution to ~ltany is
in not giving up and bP:ng able to
ask for help.
PEACE, LUVB, AND SOUL,
LEOLA

***

ATTENTION
BARTENDING CLASS

Dear Leola,
I am young and not bad to look
at but 1 cannot keep a boyfrif'tld .
The last one was so cor,ceited
about himself until eveu when I
was with him, I reP ~iy wasn't , if
you know what r mean. Sex was
the only thir>:. on his mind. So
here 1 am . .done again. What do

Students and others who are
interested in learning "The Art of
Bartending" should contact the
student services.
If interest is sufficient, Frank
Quinn will offer this "Module" in
September.
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Diaspora/Voices Behind the Walls
Dear Anthony and

Addi~:

ideolo 3 ical white godfathers
hanging in the rafters.
!leading the article of Mr.
Thirty million Black people
A kinsanya Sunny Ajose that
following some damn
knocked the article of mine
whitey/white ideology. l hear ~ll
knocking tht> ideological practices
these> isms flying through the atr.
of Sis. · Angela Davis. I most
Communism, Socialism, Marx and
definitely feel the Bro. is confused
L~ninism, we you and I, lhir~y
and I would like to ~otraighteu him
million Black people 1n
out. I am not basing my
Amerikkka need Blackism. This
arguement solely or just on the tip does not mean or goes so far as to
of Sis. Angela's trip to white
say that we can't use or
russia. The overriding point I
implement on or take from these
made and would likt> again to
different ideological concepts, but
bring out is, I noticed that Sis.
the end product has to be
Angela Davis is running around something all our own. Not to be
the country fat mouthing in
evading the issues in a rhetorical
behalf of this political prisoner smoke screen. Even though I have
and that political prisoner but I
not made an indepth political
don't see her carrying no protest
analysis the-last thing coming out
sign and giving any right on signs of Malcolm's face was black
at her Wrappies trial the man
socialism or socialism in a black
rumbling for his very life. Why
face, so at least that has
doesn't she or isn't she lending her
something going for it. As far as
tremendous influence or support trying to discredit or being
in a whole· hearted way . or ungrateful to Angela this most
manner. I bet if George were still
definitely is not the vibe. In one
on the scene, things would be a
hand you have an ex·U.C.L.A.
little bit different. The crack
professor and Black intellectual
about her split to white Russia and on the other hand you have a
was thrown in for good measure,.
Black convict would be murderer.
so to speak. But as we ~11 kno~ A winner and a loser. But this is
White Russia and Red China don t not what we're dealing with. What
hit it off. But as we all know this
we are dealing with is a Bro. and
was not Angela's first trip to
Sis. caught up in a mean situation
Europe. Sis. Angela's ~litical ~nd and I think we should give them
philosophical and Jdeolog1cal all the support in the world and
concepts and views he defined for they definitely should lend
a Europe mode and manner of life support to each other. That's my
style and the social conditions whole beef with Sister Angela
indigeous to a white world, a Davis. As far as ungratefulnl'SS and
westernized world.
credit and discredit is concerned I
We will have to come up with a just want to sa}· nobody and I
philosophy and ideology. and mean nobody is above
political concept and analys1s that criticism - when Vibes on me are
will take car~ of the many needs not cool I want my coat pulled,
and aspirations of thirty million You more than likely want your
Black people here in the confines coat pulled and I bet she wants
of Whitt> Racist America. We> can't her coat pulled.
go around following some
Yours in
whitev's method and way of
"Our " Revolution,
doing. something for ourselves.
T:!lemarque
This is one time that we must go
it alone. There will be no

Living
DY
I•AUI, IUS(;uAARU

Ht·s1u•• m I h·Kalh. Illinois, home of

;-.;'.I.U. and tht• fusky huskPrs. ;\
With all the paranoia abflut bugs
roarhl's) the. e days. one
.s hould know what he or she ran do
to find out if they are being spiNI
upon. To start with, pick up your
td<'phont• and dial 777- ~ ~nd
lish•n. H you hear a shrtll hrgh·
pitched sound your phone is clean,
but if you hear clicks, or other
strange noi es, you've found
your elf a bug. This is good for any
~f these United States of America
a<Tording to rl'liable sourcl's from
sevt•ral slat . Of cour e if you
want you can have the telephone
company come and check you.·
phone. which they will do, unless
of cour e you think they are
tapping you. Another way to
cht•ck out your phone is to dial a
recordE'd message such as the lime
:wd temperature or wcalhPr and
t hl'n slowly sw<:t'P t:p and
llnwn with your FM tum•r dial.
hugs
transmit
:\lnsl
:til
c·nrwt•rsatJOns abovt• or IK•Iow tht•
c·ommt·r<'ial .stations on the FM
hand and hv swN•ping your di.ol
vou c·an pil'l~ up the wnrds of tht•
~~·,·ordt·d mt·s~agc. This will also
\\ nrk for a room if you think it is
huggt·cl. Lt•gally. law t•nfnrct•mt•nt
agt>nt·ic·s arl' the only on<•s who can
plac·t· hugs and then only with
c·ourt orch·rs I rom a judgt• bast·d on
1hi' ~anw pruhablt• c·aust· nN~ed
lor a warc·h warrant.
i\'ow lor a swilrh to animals.
how to rid of and kN•p away
\\ urm.;. 1\ II you lin is mix
1nnt

(j({()\JND UP (fim•ly) sunflowt·r
<.,t•eds into their food. I have n<'vt•r
had any worm problt·ms with any
of my animals and neither has
anyon(' who has done this, that I
havt- heard about. I usually put a
h:tndful or two of HliLI..EO seeds
into a bl nder and lht•n grind them
into an almost powder, and of
<·nurse they are organically grown
set•th.
llavt- you evl'r wondcn..od what
hapJK'ns when your best friend
freaks out and they take him or
her or it away to a OUUG
HESCUE'! Well, wonder no more,
for I will tell you of what actually
happt•ns within tho. e doors r I the
o• ht·r room. Hopefully if you evt•r
t·ome in contact with a drug
n•srue. it will not sound as cold
and as forbidding as that. In fact, a
drug rt•scue can be a fun plact! and
it •·an tw mort· than just a drug
n·~c·ut·. It <'"an lx· a place wht'"rt" )'OU
t·an fJrt•part• your own food if you
h:l\ ,. nn f;u·ililit!s. a pi;H"t' to t-rash
il vnu dnn't h·t•l rl·a Ira\ c•lin1:
ho~w. a plar<' to jam with ynul"
guil<lr nr any nlht·r musit·:tl in
~trumt·nl. a plart• to takt• a
,hmn•r. shit. 11r shavt·. It may
t•vt•n havt· a ust•d bnnk sh•n• and a
~uc·rilla tlwatrt• in tht· hast•nwnt.
Bv nnw Ynll an• pruh hly won
,,;.ring what is ht• talking about.
'' hl"n' '" ht• talkin~ ahuut, and why
.... ht• l:dkwg uiHIUI. Tht•st• art• just
sun II" nf tlw ntht•r I hin~,.-s that \\ t>nl
un at l ht• l\1nt ht•r Sunshint• l>rul!

ft·w ht·n· at (:.S.U. know (If tht·
pl;u·•·· nf iLs ii-P frt•t•zt• winters and
its .s trang<' fH'nplc. But t·nough nf
1hal and on to what I originally
.. lartNI nut to say. 1 used ln lw in
~Jut ht•r :->un. hint• and I think that I
lt·arm·d mnn· from that plart•, its
pt·npll', and its t•Xt)("ril'nc<'s that all
what I got nul nf bt•ing u student
at N.I.U. Now into hasit· drug
rt•st"Ut'. Niacin or Vitamin B :J is
uwd to bring ont· down from
h<~IIUt·inations off nf LSD. OMT.
and l'silocyhin. Ynu will gt•l hot
flashes and other minor things.
nnn(' n( which ar<' harmful hut
might urJsl't the t·li<·nt f for lark of a
twi trr word}. I rom Ni:tt•in sn in
nrdt•r to avoid this upsl't .usP
'i:winamid<·. You MI IST al.,o give
tht• c·lient Vitamin C nr a~eorhic·
;u·id in nrdt·r lor lht· nial"inamirll· to
hl't"llmt• t•llt•t·tivt• "" SIHm as
pm.sihlc·.
Thl'
cln;.:tgt•
~1f
0:iac·inamirlt• is I gram for t•Vt•ry .iO
l"ll•ntls nf fuwly \H'iKhl, t.h': s..mw
tur Vitamin 1 ;. II ,0011 nulhgrams
•·cp.al I ~ram~ CJ\ !ITIO! ·: llo nut.
1tlll'\OT. u~t· if tlnwtwr-.. ;m• in 1ht·
··li .. nt"s ·-w~lt•m. This i-.. krum n a'
11 .. gavita-min lht•rapy whic·h IS al~·
ll't·d In tn·at s.-hizophn•nia. Lt•
nw kno\\ what you think ahoul
1hi, port ion of Ll\"1. "(; on rlrug
....... ,.111' and Jwrhaps 1"11 t•xpand in
th1• lutun•.

Houm fnr HPnt: !\tatun• f1•malt•.
;-\inKit•. divort"<••• Clr widcm with
,m,•ll •·hild. \\"ill halwsit. l\1at
:...... u,. t ·,.n ~ 1i IK<"ti.

(ramming is fine for tests
But what about your apartment

Try Ours For SIZE!
EDGEWOOD FEATURES
*QUIET, COUNTRY LIVING. MINUTES from G.S.U.
*SWIMMING POOL and CLUBHOUSE
*RECREATION AREAS
*FREE GAS HEAT, WATER
*INDIVIDUAL CONTROLLED HEAT and AIR CONDITIONING
*CONVENIENT SHOPPING
*STEPS AWAY from COUNTY FOREST PRESERVE
*PLUS MUCH MORE
COA~rAr.r

EDGEWOOD APARTMEtlTS
316 STEGER RD.

TILE

are located just a mile east
of Western Ave. on Steger
Rd.

1().7 Mon.· Fri.

Sat. · Sun.

CARPETED

$125/mo.

$135/mo.

ONE BEDROOM

$155/mo.

$165/mo.

TWO BEDROOM

$180/mo.

$190/mo.

THREE BEDROOM
1-1/.r BATH

$210/mo.

$225/mo.

OR CALL
755·3740

P.r:Pn~

STUDIO

OFFICE and MODEL APT. OPEN

1·6

OUR

VA VRliS & ASSOCIATES

